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ABSTRACT
Cyclic nucleotide binding (CNB) domains are universally conserved signaling modules
that regulate the activities of diverse protein functions. While high-resolution structures of
CNB domains have been available for decades, the energetic and dynamic features that
enable the cyclic-nucleotide binding signal to regulate other functional domains have
remained less understood. We use optical tweezers and molecular dynamics to monitor the
signals transduced by cAMP binding between the two CNB domains of the regulatory
subunit of protein kinase A (PKA). By mechanically manipulating the CNB domains either
as isolated domains or as part of the regulatory subunit, we dissect the changes in the
folding energy landscape associated to cAMP binding. We find that the response of the
folding energy landscape to cAMP is asymmetric and domain-specific, resulting in unique
but mutually coordinated tasks: one CNB domain initiates cAMP binding and cooperativity,
while the other triggers inter-domain interactions that lock the active conformation. Interdomain interactions occur in a stepwise fashion, beginning in intermediate-liganded states
between an apo and a cAMP-bound CNB domain. Moreover, we identify a new cAMPresponsive switch, the N3A motif, whose conformational dynamics, stability and
selectively depend on cAMP occupancy, and require intact inter-domain contacts. We
propose that this dynamic switch serves as a signaling hub, amplifying the cAMP binding
signal during the allosteric activation of PKA. Our single-molecule approach combined
with simulations may be readily applicable to investigate other kinases regulated by
conserved signaling modules such as SH2, SH3 or PH domains.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability for multicellular organisms to grow, metabolize, differentiate and develop
depends on the signals transmitted between the cells. External stimuli can bind specifically
to target cells, resulting in a conversion into intracellular responses. The signal can be
subsequently transduced within and between cells through a cascade of signaling proteins,
and ultimately lead to relevant biological consequences, including regulation of gene
expression, vesicle trafficking, cytoskeleton organization and progression in cell cycles.
Signaling proteins are basic elements that are participated in signaling pathways, and can
transduce signal through their ability to mediate protein-protein interaction. Signaling
proteins are often found with multi-domain structures that composed by regulatory
domains and functional domains. Throughout evolution, nature has utilized structurally
conserved protein domains as regulatory signaling domains, such as Src-homology 2 (SH2),
Src-homology 3 (SH3), pleckstrin homology (PH) and cyclic nucleotide binding (CNB)
domains.1–6 These regulatory signaling domains communicate and transduce ligand
binding signals allosterically to other functional domains, thereby enabling diverse
responses to intracellular signaling cascades.7,8
Cyclic nucleotide binding (CNB) domains are one of the ubiquitous and structurally
conserved signaling domains that regulate the activities of protein kinases, guanine
nucleotide exchange factors, nucleotide-gated channels, and transcription factors in
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response to cyclic nucleotides.1 CNB domains can bind to cyclic nucleotide and
allosterically transduce the cyclic nucleotide-binding signal to its associated functional
domains. CNB domain is usually ~ 120 amino acids and comprised of a N-terminal helical
elements and eight-stranded β barrel at C-terminal.2 While the high-resolution structure of
the CNB domain has been available for decades, a general understanding of how the
activity of CNB domains can be adapted to regulate a diverse array of protein functions
remains rudimentary.
To address this long-standing question, we used optical tweezers in combination with
molecular dynamics to monitor the signals transduced by cAMP binding between the two
CNB domains of the regulatory subunit of protein kinase A (PKA). In the cell, PKA is
activated by intracellular cAMP-binding signal and can subsequently phosphorylate the
serine and threonine residues of the downstream substrates. As a signaling hub in the
cAMP-dependent pathway, PKA involves in the regulation of diverse biological processes,
including cell adhesion, ion transportation, division, differentiation, and apoptosis. PKA
are composed of regulatory subunits and catalytic subunits, wherein regulatory subunits
harbor two CNB domain in tandem, termed as CNB-A and CNB-B.9 The first cAMP
binding starts in the CNB-B domain and enables the binding of the second cAMP molecule
to the CNB-A domain, resulting in a profound conformational change that unleashes the
phosphorylating activity of catalytic subunits.10 Since the PKA complex has a multimeric
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domain assembly comprised of two CNB domain, and the activation of the catalytic subunit
is achieved by the allosteric signaling transduction, PKA become a relevant model system
for us to study the communication between two CNB domains in the activation process of
protein function.
Our studies show that cAMP binding to the two CNB domains of PKA propagates a
reorganization of inter-domain contact nodes that reshape the folding energy landscape of
the protein. Changes in the energy landscape are unique to each CNB domain and arise
from both ligand-binding and inter-domain interactions. We identify a division of labor
among CNB domains: the CNB-B domain is responsible for initiating and triggering cAMP
binding cooperativity while the CNB-A domain induces strong inter-domain interactions
that lock the entire protein complex into its active conformation. Moreover, we identify a
new cAMP-responsive structural element, the N3A motif, that switches its stability and
conformation depending on cAMP occupancy and inter-domain contacts. Through
mutagenesis and the use of cyclic nucleotide analogs, we show that this ligand-responsive
switch is selective to cAMP and serves as a signaling hub, amplifying the cAMP binding
signal during the allosteric activation of PKA. Altogether, this study illustrates how each
structurally conserved CNB domain has evolved to carry out unique but mutually
coordinated regulatory tasks in a macromolecular assembly.
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Our work reveals new operating principles for ligand-directed protein allostery
mediated by widely conserved signaling modules and described a activation mechanism
that might be universally utilized in kinases. Our single molecule approach combined with
simulations may be readily applicable to investigate other signaling proteins regulated by
conserved signaling modules such as SH2, SH3 or PH domains.
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CHAPTER I: LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Structurally Conserved Regulatory Domains in Signaling Proteins
External stimuli, such as hormones, cytokines, antigens, and change in pH and nutrient,
beyond the plasma membrane bind to transmembrane receptors that enable the signal
transduction across the membrane to the intracellular matrix. Numerous signaling proteins
in the cascade of signaling transduction possess regulatory domains, which are associated
with activity domain in order to achieve diverse functions. Interestingly, these regulatory
domains, alone or in combination with the same or different regulatory domains, can fold
into conserved structures regardless of it neighbored activity domains.5 The ligand-binding
signal to the regulatory domains can be allosterically transduced to the activity domains
and the function the signaling protein can be activated or regulated.
There are a several representative structurally conserved regulatory domains utilized in
signaling proteins: Src-homology 2 (SH2), Src-homology 3 (SH3), pleckstrin homology
(PH), and cyclic nucleotide binding (CNB) domains (Figure 1.1). Signaling proteins
containing SH2 or SH3 domains are commonly involved in tyrosine kinase pathways. SH2
domain consists of a β-sheet with two α-helices flanking at the terminal for recognizing
short peptides bearing phosphorylated tyrosine;11 While SH3 domain contains five or six
β-strands arranged with two tightly packed anti-parallel β sheets and hence responsible for
binding to proline-rich peptide sequence;12,13 PH domains are composed of two
5

perpendicular anti-parallel β-sheet and followed by a C-terminal amphipathic a-helix;14 PH
domain are often found in Ser/Thr and tyrosine protein kinases, as well as cytoskeleton
proteins, and enables the binding of phosphatidylinositol lipids15 and β/γ-subunits of
heterotrimeric G proteins16, and protein kinase C17; CNB domain is usually comprised of
an N-terminal helical element and eight-stranded β barrel at C-terminal, which can bind to
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) or cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) to
control the activity of the protein.

Figure 1.1 Selected signaling proteins with SH2, SH3, PH and cyclic nucleotide
binding domains. Src/Lck, Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase Src/ lymphocytespecific protein tyrosine kinase. PTPRC, protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type C.
p120-RasGTP, p120 Ras GTPase activating protein. Atk, also known as Protein kinase B
(PKB). PKG, protein kinase G. HCN, hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide–gated
(HCN) channel. PKA, protein kinase A. This figure is adapted and edited from a previous
publication by Pawson.5
6

Even though all these structurally conserved regulatory domains possess distinct
structures and triggered by specific ligands, one common feature shared among them is
that they all are covalently linked or associated with various activity domain, including
kinase, phosphatases, GTPase, or GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs), to ultimately
regulate diverse functions and participate in different signaling pathways (Figure 1.1).
1.2 Cyclic Nucleotide Binding Domains
In the late 1950s, both cAMP and cGMP had been discovered and identified as second
messenger molecules than can transduce cellular responses to its receptors. The targeted
receptors of these two cyclic nucleotides are CNB domains, which is ubiquitously found
in many signaling proteins in eukaryotes. They are: protein kinase A (PKA), which is
activated by cAMP;18 protein kinase G (PKG), that can be activated by cGMP;19 cAMP
receptor protein (CRP, also known as catabolite activator protein, CAP), a cAMP-binding
transcriptional protein only found in bacteria;20 Epac, a guanine nucleotide exchange factor
that can bind to cAMP;21,22 and cyclic-nucleotide-regulated ion channels, that can be
activated by both cAMP and cGMP (Figure 1.2).23,24 Even though these signaling proteins
mediate diverse biological functions, they all contain CNB domains, which form
multimeric patterns and binds to cyclic nucleotides (Figure 1.3a).
The first structure of CNB domain is characterized by McKay and Steitz in CRP (also
known as catabolic activated protein, CAP), a transcription factor in bacteria that binds to
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DNA only with the presence of cAMP.25 CNB domains in CRP are composed a core formed
by β-sandwich for cAMP-binding with several α-helices at the C-terminal serving as the
lid to prevent the cAMP dissociation. Later, with the first crystal structure of the regulatory
subunit of PKA, that contains two CNB domains, obtained by Taylor and co-workers,26
more CNB domains have been characterized and reveal similar structures: a β-sandwich
topology with α-helices at both N- and C-terminal (Figure 1.3b, c). The most conservative
element in the CNB domain is the phosphate-binding cassette (PBC) in the β-sandwich,
composing by a short helix and a loop that inserted between β strand 6 and 7. The residues

Figure 1.2 Crystal structures of signaling proteins containing cyclic nucleotide
binding domain. PDB code: PKA, 2QCS; PKG, 5DZC; CRP, 4A2U; Guanine nucleotide
exchange factor, 4MGI; Cyclic-nucleotide-regulated ion channel, 1Q5O; The CNB
domains are highlighted in blue.
8

in PBC can directly interact with the phosphate-sugar moiety of the cyclic nucleotide and
is a signature element in CNB domains. Despite its structural conservation, the sequence
of PBC motif varies depending on the specific type of cyclic-nucleotide, namely, cAMP
and cGMP. For cAMP, the sequence is FGE[L/I/V]AL[L/I/M/V]XXX[P/V]R[A/N/Q/V]A
(in which X can be any amino acid and one of amino acid is allowed at the position in the
square bracket).27 As for cGMP, a sequence ending with FG[Q/K]LALXXXXPR[S/T]A is
preferred in PBC motif.
The C-terminal of the β-sandwich is followed by an α-helix, termed as hinge, and
subsequently linked to a lid-region formed by helices. The α- helices hinge varies in
sequence, length, and the relative position to the β-sandwich.27,28 The lid region also varies
in sequence and structures; however, the function of the lid region is consistent throughout
the CNB domains: shielding the cyclic nucleotide from the surrounding solvent and
preventing its dissociation from the β-sandwich.
The N-terminal of the CNB domains also consists of several α-helices, usually one
short and two long ones, forming N-terminal helical bundles. Similar to the C-terminal
hinge and lid region, this region is less conservative compared to the β-sandwich. The
helical bundles establish surface interactions with the catalytic region of the protein (kinase
function subunit).

9

Figure 1.3 Structural basis of cyclic nucleotide binding domains. a, Chemical structures
of cAMP and cGMP29 b, A prototype topology of cyclic nucleotide binding domains. c, A
typical structure of cyclic nucleotide binding domains. The structure shown is CNB-A in
RIα of protein kinase A. PDB code: 1RGS, residue 113-250. The N-terminal and Cterminal α-helices are labeled in yellow and orange, respectively. The β-sandwich is shown
in blue. The phosphate-binding cassette (PBC) is shown in pink with a bound cAMP (red
stick). d, Specific interaction between cAMP and conserved residue in cyclic nucleotide
binding domain. e, The conformation changes of cyclic nucleotide binding domain upon
cyclic nucleotide binding. PDB code: 1RGS and 2QCS, residue 113-250. In the absence of
cyclic nucleotide, both N-terminal α-helices and PBC are not tightly bound to the βsandwich core and the C-terminal α-helices is extended. Upon cyclic nucleotide binding,
the PBC, especially the C-terminal α-helices undergoes a drastic conformational change to
compact closer to the β-sandwich while the N-terminal α-helices move away.
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Upon cyclic nucleotide binding, the three major components in the CNB domain, the
PBC, C-terminal hinge and lid region, and N-terminal helical bundles coordinate
simultaneously and undergo significant conformational changes. The Arg and Glu residues
in the PBC motif firstly forming the interaction with O2’ of the ribose ring and O1P of the
phosphate of cyclic nucleotide via hydrogen bonds,27,30 followed by additional nonspecific
hydrogen bonds between an oxygen of the phosphate group and Ala residues (Figure
1.3d).31 These interactions tighten the PBC motif and control the movement of the Cterminal hinge region (Figure 1.3e). The conserved Tyr or Phe residue on the hinge
consequently substitutes the position where is previously occupied by Leu residue of the
PBC motif, guiding the lid region to a position close to the base of the cyclic nucleotide.
Thereby, a stable hydrophobic interaction formed between the lid and the base, stacked
with the Try, Trp or Arg residue, lock the cyclic nucleotide within the β-sandwich.26
Although the N-terminal helical bundle does not interact directly with the cyclic
nucleotide, it is observed with drastic conformational change. In the presence of cyclic
nucleotide, unlike the C-terminal hinge and lid region compact closer, N-terminal helical
bundles move away from the β-sandwich.32 As the N-terminal helical bundle forms
interactions between two CNB domains or with catalytic subunit, it is expected that this
movement relates to the domain-domain or subunit-subunit communication.
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1.3 Protein Kinase A
1.3.1 Diverse Cellular Processes Regulated by Protein Kinase A
PKA belongs to the ACG subfamily that includes PKA, PKG, AKT, phosphoinositidedependent protein kinase (PDK). They can phosphorylate cytoplasmic serine or threonine
and are regulated by secondary messengers, such as cAMP, cGMP or lipid. Protein kinase
A (PKA) plays a central role in the cAMP-dependent signaling pathway and can activate
or deactivate the downstream substrate proteins through its ability of phosphorylation. PKA
regulates a variety of cellular functions (Figure 1.4). For example, PKA can mediate the

Figure 1.4 Biological processes regulated by Protein Kinase A. Protein Kinase A
regulate a variety of cellular processes, including cell adhesion, migration, ion
transportation, cytoskeleton organization, cell cycles, growth, proliferation, differentiation
and apoptosis. Representative signaling proteins and signaling pathways regulated by the
phosphorylation activity of Protein Kinase A is shown.
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cell migration by directly phosphorylate the α4 integrin on cell surface;33 PKA
phosphorylates α-adducin and β-adducin to reduces their affinity for spectrin-F-actin
complexes as well as the activity of adducin in promoting binding of spectrin to F-actin
complexes, ultimately leading to the decrease in actin filaments formation in the
cytoskeleton organization;34 In the aspect of ion transportations, PKA controls calcium and
sodium permeability by phosphorylating the corresponding ion channels, such as α-amino3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR) and N-methyl-Daspartate receptor (NMDAR);35,36 PKA can also affect cell cycle progression by modified
anaphase-promoting complex (APC), a ubiquitin ligase that plays a key role in the cell
cycle, to regulate its affinity with cell-division cycle protein 20 (CDC20);37
Phosphorylation of serine by PKA on BCL2 associated agonist of cell death (BAD), a key
factor induce apoptosis, can regulate its activity and increase cell survival; 38,39 Moreover,
PKA are involved in other crucial signaling pathways, such as MARK/ERK, PI3K, and
Hedgehog signaling pathways, to regulate cell growth, proliferation and differentiation.40–
42

1.3.2 Activation of Protein Kinase A in the cAMP-dependent Pathway
The cAMP-dependent pathway starts with the binding of extracellular stimuli, such as
lipid or hormones, to G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) (Figure 1.5). The Gs alpha
subunit of the activated GPCR complex is released and exchange GDP for GTP, and
subsequently bind to adenylyl cyclase, an enzyme that can catalyze the conversion of ATP
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into cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). With the increased level of cAMP in the
cytoplasm, the regulatory subunit of PKA binds to cAMP, followed by the dissociation of
the catalytic subunit. The activated catalytic subunit adds γ-phosphate of ATP on Ser or Thr
residues to the target protein phosphorylation. Importantly, the regional activity of PKA is
achieved by anchoring to A-kinases anchoring proteins (AKAPs).43 AKAPs dock with the
regulatory subunit of PKA and serve as a scaffold with binding sites for additional signaling
proteins, such as other kinases, phosphatases, phosphodiesterases, adenylyl cyclases, and
small G proteins.44 Therefore, the substrate specificity of the PKA can be confined and
restricted by the platform provided by AKAPs.

Figure 1.5 Protein kinase A in cAMP-dependent signaling pathway. This figure was
adapted from Taylor et al.9
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1.3.3 The Crystal Structure Reveals the Mechanism of Protein Kinase A Activation
In the cell, inactive PKA exists as a heterotetramer with one regulatory subunit dimer
(R2) and two monomeric catalytic subunits (C), forming holoenzyme (R2C2). There are
three isoforms of catalytic subunits (Cα, Cβb, and Cγ) and four isoforms of regulatory
subunits (RIα, RIβ, RIα, and RIβ) existing in mammals, which are transcribed from
different gene loci and are also functionally non-redundant.45 The localization of each
regulatory subunit isoform has a distinct preference: Most RIIβ are associated with AKAPs
that associated with membrane organelles for restricted regional activities while RIα is
ubiquitous in the cytoplasm to regulate the level for diffused catalytic subunits.44,46 It has
also been reported that the expression patterns of cataltyic subunit isoform are tissuespecific: Generally, Cα is expressed ubiquitously in human tissues; Cβ is found abundantly
in the brain and in lower levels in other tissues; whereas Cγ is found mainly expressed in
the testis.47–49 However, the preferential association between specific isoform of R and C
subunits has not been determined in vivo.
The isolated R and C subunit has been extensively characterized by both structural and
functional studies.26,50 However, to understand how the catalytic activity is unleased in the
PKA complex requires the knowledge of heterodimer (R:C). The structure of heterodimer
type I (RIα-C) was firstly resolved by Kim et al using X-ray diffraction at a resolution of
2.2 Å.51 It has been shown that an R:C heterodimer exhibit similar behavior compared to
the heterodimer.10 The C subunit comprising of an N-terminal lobe and C-terminal lobe,
15

where the active site forming between two lobes (Figure 1.6a). In the absence of cAMP,
the R subunit is tightly bound to the C subunits, making extensive surface contacts. The R
subunit is composed of an N-terminal dimerization/docking domain (D/D domain),
followed by an inhibitory site linker domain (IS) (Figure 1.6a). The D/D domain is
responsible for mediating the subcellular localization of PKA to AKAPs. The IS linker is
disordered in the absence of catalytic subunit and become partially structured when docks
at the activate site of the cataltyic subunit via its embedded inhibitor binding in the middle
of the linker sequence, serving an autoinhibitory function in the PKA inactive complex.
Followed by the linker, two cAMP binding domains are linked in tandem for cAMP binding
(termed CNB-A and CNB-B)9 (Fig 1.6b). The B/C helix is at the junction between CNBA and CNB-B domain and plays important roles in cAMP binding cooperativity.
Extensive biochemical and biophysical characterizations on the regualtory subunit
have revealed a sequential and positive cooperatively binding of cAMP to two CNB
domains in the mechanism of PKA activation.52,53 The CNB-B domain shows a preference
for cAMP binding with a higher affinity (15 nM) and a slower off-rate (0.02 min-1) while
CNB-A domain has a lower affinity (35 nM) and a faster off-rate (0.06 min-1).54 With the
combination of structural studies by Su et al and mutation studies performed on conserved
Arg residues in both cAMP-binding sites by Herberg et al, the pathway of cooperative
activation of PKA has been defined: The CNB-A provides major contacts with C subunit
and is shielded by CNB-B domain, thereby it is inaccessible to cAMP in the holoenzyme;
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Figure 1.6 Crystal structure of Protein Kinase A. a. Domain organization of catalytic
and regulatory subunit of protein kinase A heterodimer. b. Structure of the inactive R:C
heterodimer (left) and active cAMP-bound regulatory subunit (right). c. Specific contacts
involved in between cAMP and CNB-A in RIα protein kinase A. d. Specific contacts
involved in between cAMP and CNB-B in RIα protein kinase A. e. The holoenzyme
conformation (H state) and cAMP-bound (B state) of the conformation of CNB-A is shown.
This subpanel was adapted from Zhang et al.55
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while CNB-B domain is fully accessible to the cAMP, serving as a “gatekeeper” and
mediating the binding of the second cAMP to CNB-A domain.56,57 After both CNB domain
occupied by cAMP, the C subunit is unleased.
Similar to the general mechanism of cAMP binding to the CNB domain discussed
previously, the two CNB domain binds to cAMP displayed a conserved structure and
utilizing conserved residues in the PBC motif for cAMP-binding (Figure 1.6c, d): In RIα,
each CNB domain consists of three a-helices at the N-terminal, called N3A motif, and eight
β strands, forming a flattened β barrel by two antiparallel β sheets and containing the PBC.
The highly conserved R209 in CNB-A and R333 in CNB-B bind to the phosphate of cAMP;
Conserved E200 in CNB-A and E324 in CNB-B at the beginning of PBC motif binds to
the 2’OH of ribose ring of cAMP; Moreover, W260 in CNB-A and Y371 in CNB-B stacks
with the adenine ring forming hydrophobic interaction to cap the cAMP molecule in the
binding pockets. Both B/C helix and N-helical bundles toggle between two different states:
the cAMP-bound state (B state) and the holoenzyme state (H state). In the absence of cAMP,
the B/C helix moves out while the N-helical bundles move in. Upon cAMP binding, the
PBC motif moves towards the cAMP phosphate and the B/C helix moves in, resulting in
that the N-helical bundle moves out (Figure 1.6e)55,58 These correlated subdomain motion
are observed in both CNB domains. It has been proposed that these domain motions allow
the signal propagated from the PBC domain and spread by the networks formed the entire
R subunit, sensed by C subunit allosterically even though the cAMP does not directly
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interact with the C subunit.55 Therefore, the dynamic of R subunit function as a regulator
of PKA activity.
1.3.4 Important residues and contacts in the activation of Protein Kinase A
Important residues involved in the cooperative communication between the two CNB
domains were identified by site-directed mutagenesis (Figure 1.7). These residues can be
classified into two types: residues that directly interact with cAMP and are part of the
cAMP-binding pocket, and residues at the interface between the two CNB domains.
As discussed above, R209 and R333 form important hydrogen bonds with the
phosphate group of cAMP.26 The mutation R209K renders the CNB-A unable to bind
cAMP, and increases the dissociating constant for cAMP in the CNB-B domain from 15
nM to 130 nM. Similarly, the mutation R333K in the CNB-B domain increases the
dissociation constant for cAMP of the CNB-A domain from 60 nM to149 nM.59 In addition,
the mutant R333K also disrupt the unfolding cooperativity observed in chemical
denaturation experiments.60 These results show that the two cAMP binding sites sense each
other when the adjacent binding site is defected.
Another important residue in the CNB domain is Y371. Y371 and R333 interact
together with cAMP. When Y371 stacks with cAMP, the orientation of αC/C’: A helix
relative to the β barrels changes conformation.61 Furthermore, the mutation Y371F showed
the loss of cooperativity and the Hill coefficient between two domains dropped from 1.66
in holoenzyme to 0.99.
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Besides these interactions between cAMP and CNB domains discussed above, multiple
contacts formed at the interface between two CNB in R subunit extend the network of the
interactions: specifically, hydrophobic surface formed by V265, L269, V346, L294, I292,
Y321, L364, L357, V356, C360, and I363 in CNB-B domain and Y244, F247, L248, V251,
I253, L254, and L257 from CNB-A domain; Some residues have also showed important
roles in the domain-domain interactions. For example, W260 that belongs to the αA: B
helical in CNB-B domain however directly interacting with the adenine ring of the cAMP
in the CNB-A domain;61 R241A locates the B/C helix but making Residue R241 forms a
network with D267 in the CNB-B domain and E200 in the CNB-A domain. When R241 is
replaced by S or K, the binding affinity for cAMP decreases for both domains,
demonstrating that this residue forms a network of interactions upon cAMP.62 Interestingly,
R241A does not perturb the cAMP binding affinity for each CNB domain or Hill coefficient,
but showed a drastic decrease in the sensitive to cAMP-stimulated activation compared to
wild type (WT) (EC50WT = 24 nM and EC50R241A=540 nM).63
Recent NMR studies show that cAMP binding to the CNB-B is sufficient to generate
conformational changes in the αC: A and αC’: A helices, which is located at the CNB
domain interface. However, the allosteric communication is not unidirectional (CNB-B →
CNB-A) but is bidirectional (CNB-B → CNB-A). Not only the CNB-B domain serves as
a “gate” for site A binding, but also the CNB-A enhances the binding of site B through
αC/C’:A and αC:B.64 All these mutational studies highlight the complex networks of amino
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acid interactions between the CNB domains, mainly facilitated by the αC/C’:A helices
connecting the CNB domains interface, and the residue networks formed by D267, R241,
E200 and W260.26

Figure 1.7 Important residues in the activation of protein kinase A. a, Residues that
directly interact with cAMP and are part of the cAMP-binding pocket. b, Residues are at
CNB-A: CNB-B interface that are involved in cooperative communication between two
domains
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1.4 Protein Allostery and Protein Kinase A
1.4.1 Models for Allostery Mechanism
Allostery is defined as the modulation of protein activity by the binding of a molecule
at a site other than the active one. The allosteric regulation of protein activity is a general
utilized mechanism in signaling proteins. Allosteric effects in signaling proteins are
initiated by the binding of a small molecule (external stimulus), or by intramolecular
signals such as changes in the conformation of one domain within a multidomain protein
complex. Two classic models have been proposed for allostery mechanism: (1) MonodWyman-Changeux model: It is proposed that proteins are existing in at least two
interconvertible conformational states in equilibrium. The ligand can bind and shift the
equilibrium from one stat to another.65 (2) Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer model: It is
postulated that the protein exists in a single state of either low or high affinity for the ligand.
The binding of the ligand to one subunit causes the change of the protein shape, making it
more thermodynamically favorable for other subunits to undergo the same conformational
change.66 These two models established a population shift or modulations in the
conformational ensemble of protein, however, they both fail to explain the cases where
there is no significant conformational changes or those proteins that lack ordered structures.
The current view on allostery mechanism, extending the structure view to a long-range
communication that also controlled by the underlying free-energy landscape of protein
nature.67,68
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1.4.2 Allostery in Protein Kinase A Activation
The activation of PKA is a prototypical example of protein allostery: Camp bind to
two CNB domains sequentially and cooperatively, and regulatory subunit undergoes a
significant conformation change to a more compact structure, resulting in the dissociation
and activation of the cataltyic subunit. The existing crystallographic studies have provided
two ‘end’ conformational state: the inactive state, where the R:C tightly bound to each other
and the activity of C subunit is inhibited;10,51 and the active state, where the R subunit is
fully occupied with Camp while C subunit is released and activated.26 To overcome the
limitation of structural studies, biophysical and simulation approach, such as protein NMR
and molecular dynamics simulation, have provided a dynamic view for the allosteric
activation of PKA.
1.4.2.1 Step 1: Cyclic Nucleotide Binding Domains
Das et al69 proposed a “three-shell” model of the propagation of Camp binding via the
allosteric network within the CNB-A domain based on their NMR studies (Figure 1.8a-c).
The primary shell is composed of the key residues that directly interact with Camp,
including I163, D170, N171, E200, 209 and R241A; The secondary shell contains I163,
which is closely interacted with the methylene of R209 in the primary shell, and V162,
which is the critical residue forming the hydrophobic layer in the β-sandwich; Lastly, with
the participants of the residues in tertiary shell, such as F172, V174, I224 and W222, the
signal of Camp extends to the interface between β-sandwich and N3A motif, decoupling
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the two subdomain.
Akimoto et al found that there are two states are highly populated for both CNB
domains in the apo state (a free state of R subunit that is not bound to C subunit nor Camp),
suggesting a conformational selection for allostery mechanism.70 In this studies, with the
deletion of CNB-B domain, it concludes that the Camp-induced domain interactions are
the major contributor of conformational selection rather than the presence of the
neighboring CNB domain. This study also gave rise to the concept that the two CNB
domains exhibit remarkedly differences in the dynamics upon Camp binding despite their
structure similarity, indicating an energetic-driven mechanism for protein allostery.70
A follow-up simulation studies by Malmstrom et al71 also reveals that there is a freeenergy landscape allow access to both active and inactive states in the CNB domain. And
Camp binding only slows down the transition rate from active to inactive states.
Additionally, they also extend the studies to the level of R subunit, where they found that
the motion of B/C helix connecting two CNB domains is the rate-limiting step for signal
propagation to the N3A motif and formation of the interface with the C subunit. All these
study supports the conclusion that conformational selection as the general mechanism of
allostery in the CNB domain system and the signal propagation is transduced from the PBC
core to the outer shell, including the b-sandwich and the a-helical domain in the CNB
domain.
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Figure 1.8 Allosteric network in the cyclic nucleotide binding domains and in the
regulatory subunit of Riα protein kinase A. a-c, The residues involved in the
intramolecular networks that propagate the cAMP binding signal in the cyclic nucleotide
binding domains. The residue in primary, secondary and tertiary shell are labeled in blue,
orange and green, respectively. Subpanel a-c is adapted from Das et al.69 d, The schematic
diagram of the interdomain coupling among the critical allosteric site in the regulatory
subunit of RIα protein kinase A. The solid line represents the interactions with direct
contact upon Camp binding and the region connected to PBC is perturbed through the local
unfolding pathway as probed by experimental evidence. The dashed line indicates the
region with residues contacting the PBC but without experimental evidence that if the two
regions are allosterically linked. The arrow means the global unfolding of CNB-A promotes
the global unfolding of CNB-B, whereas the CNB-B is not able to affect the global
unfolding of CNB-A, as indicated with an arrow with an “X”. This subpanel is adapted
from McNicholl et al.64
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1.4.2.2 Step 2: Regulatory Subunit
Overall communication between two CNB domain in the regulatory subunit was
characterized by NMR, indicating sophisticated allosteric network in the regulatory subunit,
where the two CNB domain are reciprocally coupled through the hinge region within one
domain to the N3A motif of the neighboring domain (Figure 1.8d).64 Moreover, with the
domain silencing mutation R209K in CNB-A domain, it not only drastically decrease the
Camp affinity of the CNB-A domain by 3 order of magnitude (Kd, CNB-A WT = 30 Nm, Kd,
CNB-A R209K

> Um), but also lower the affinity for the wild type CNB-B domain by 1 order

of magnitude (Kd, CNB-B with WT CNB-A= 15 Nm, Kd, CNB-A with CNB-A R209K = 130 Nm). Similarly,
mutation R333K in CNB-B domain abolish the Camp binding to the CNB-B domain
CNB-B WT

(Kd,

= 15 Nm, Kd, CNB-B R333K > Um) and also increase the binding affinity of the

nonmutated CNB-A domain by 5-fold (Kd, CNB-A with WT CNB-B= 30 Nm, Kd, CNB-A with CNB-A
R209K

= 150 Nm).59 With these two domain-silencing mutations, it was found that the

pathway A-to-B and B-to-A are significantly asymmetrical, where the global unfolding of
CNB-A domain promotes the global unfolding of CNB-B domain, whereas the CNB-B
domain does not affect the stabilization of CNB-A domain. This unidirectional reveals an
evolved mechanism of PKA activation, as well as de-activation of PKA: In the activation
process, Camp access through CNB-B domain. However, in the deactivation process of
PKA, the phosphodiesterase (PDE) will first remove the Camp from the CNB-A domain.
The allosteric network in PKA evolve here can ensure an efficient and robust process in
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both activation and deactivation.
1.4.2.3 Step 3: Catalytic Subunit
Similar to regualtory subunit, the catalytic subunit also interconverts between multiple
dynamic or conformational states revealed by NMR study from Masterson et al.72 It proves
that the apo structure characterized by previous X-ray study73 is the most populated state
in the solution, while with a small population of other states. The mutation Y204A disrupt
the allosteric network and abolish the binding cooperativity in the catalytic subunit. The
comparison between wild type and Y204A suggests an allosteric network existing in the
catalytic subunit, where a series of hydrophobic residue (L59, A70, M120, and L106)
makes enormous contacts with the conserved spine (L106, L95, F185 and Y164) in
catalytic subunit, wrapping the adenine ring of the ATP. The ATP binding signal is
propagated from this hydrophobic lining and extend to those surrounding residues
clustering at the specific functional region, including activation loop, peptide position loop,
DFG loop, and Gly-rich loop. The small local conformational changes cumulate together,
resulting in the ultimate distal rearrangements of the crucial regions due to the ATP binding.
This study suggests a reshaping of the energy landscape observed in catalytic subunit
through ligand binding and demonstrate the allosteric network still encoded in both
regulaotry and catalytic subunit as an isolated subunit.
1.4.2.4 Step 4: R-C Heterodimer
Unlike the readily applicable access to CNB domains, R subunit and C subunit by
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NMR studies, understanding the allosteric network in the R:C heterodimer and R2C2
heterotetramer thermodynamically still remain rudimentary due to their complexity. We
can still appreciate the delicate design of the inter-subunit communication of PKA through
the existing crystal studies.10,51,74 The critical element involved in the allosteric
communication between R and C subunit is the inhibitor sequence (IS) linker at the Nterminal of the regualtory subunit. It is disordered in the free-R subunit but become
partially structured when locks into the active site cleft formed between two lobes in the C
subunit.
There are four major sites of interaction involved in the interface between R and C
subunit (Figure 1.9): Site 1: the IS linker docks to the active site cleft. The IS linker with
the sequence R94-R95-G96-A97-I98 mimics the peptide substrate. In nature substrate, the
residue 97 is replaced with S or T while it is filled with G or A in pseudosubstrates, for
example, A97 in R subunit. The interaction involved in the R94R and R95R with E127C,
E170C and E230C (The subscript ‘R’ and ‘C’ denote the residue belong to R and C subunit,
respectively); Site 2, the hydrophobic portion of CNB-A domain binds to the hydrophobic
surface of C subunit, especially the Y205R and Y247C in the G helix; Site 3: the B/C helix
in R subunit wraps around the activation loop of the C subunit. Specific Both W196C and
R194C interact with E105R in the liner region and M234R in the B/C helix. Noticeably,
W260R, which serves a capping residue for the adenine ring of the Camp in the CNB-A
domain also packs again the N-terminal tip of the activation loop; Site 4: The Αb helix in
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Figure 1.9 Interaction sites between regulatory and catalytic subunit. a-b, Crystal
structure of the R with the inhibitor sequence docking into C subunit. The boxed region
indicates the four major interaction sites between R and C subunit. The IS linker is
highlighted in green. The CNB-A domain, B/C helix, and CNB-B domain is labeled in light
blue, yellow, and deep blue, respectively. PDB: 2QCS. c-f, The detail interaction between
residues in the Site 1 – Site 4. This figure is edited and adapted from Kim et al.10
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the CNB-B domain docks with the Αh-Αi loop on the C-terminal lobe of the C subunit.
This site includes multiple interactions formed by R355R in Αb helix of the R subunit with
T278C, K285C, and D276C in the C subunit.
With the interaction characterized by structural studies, Kim el al proposed an
allosteric activation mechanism of the R:C heterodimer: Camp binds to PBC in CNB-B
firstly. The Hydrophobic capping by Y371 in the CNB-B domain breaks the salt bridge
between E261 and R366, which is critical for preserving the extended shape of the B/C
helix. The conformational change in the R subunit subsequently break the interaction
between W260R and activation loop of catalytic subunit, and W260R is further stabilized
by the binding of the second Camp in the CNB-A domain. With the majority of interactions
between R:C heterodimer break, gradually and sequentially, the remaining contacts in site
1 (IS linker and active site) is released as the last step. Ultimately, the catalytic subunit is
unleashed from the R:C heterodimer.
1.4.2.5 R2C2 Heterotetramer
Boettcher et al75 have characterized the crystal structure of the Riα (71-244, CNB-A
domain) with catalytic subunit in the heterotetramer at the resolution of 3.3 Å (Figure
1.10a). Although the C-linker and the inhibitor site (94 – 120) docks to the active site cleft
of the catalytic subunit as expected, the extended N-terminal linker of the R subunit (62 –
93) interacted primarily with the β4-β5 loop of the R’ subunit (The single quote represents
the R’ subunit in the other symmetry-related dimer R’C’). Moreover, this β4-β5 loop docks
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onto the hydrophobic pocket of the C’ subunit that is created by the Αf-Αg loop, which is
a site primarily used in different ways as a docking site for both PKI and RIIβ isoform. The
characterization of the extended linker region reveals the function of the linker in both
intramolecular interaction (C-linker and cataltyic subunit) and intermolecular interaction
(N-linker and C’ subunit in symmetry-related dimer). It explains that Camp binding to one
dimer will not only release its own associated catalytic subunit, but also the binding signal
can be allosterically transduced to the adjacent heterodimer (R’C’) via the N-linker,
unleashing the C’ subunit. Therefore, the direct docking of the linker region to the R subunit
of the symmetry-related heterodimer provide direct evidence that the heterotetramer
possesses enhanced cooperativity of activation in the tetramer.76
The characterization of the full length of R2C2 via X-ray crystallography by Zhang et
al (RIIβ)77 allows us to investigate the detailed interaction between two R:C heterodimer
(Figure 1.10b). The interface involved in the R2C2 heterotetramer formation is between the
FDDY motif in N-lobe of the catalytic subunit (ATP binding site) and the β4-β5 loop in
CNB-A domain of the R’ subunit.78,79 This study provides a direct structural evidence of
the allosteric network continue to extend in the next level of tetrameric PKA, where the
binding of Camp to the CNB-A domain does not only influences the interaction within its
own R:C heterodimer, but also establishes the interactions to the C’ subunit at the same
time. The comparison between Riα and RIIβ reveals distinct isoform-specific tertiary
architectures and the interaction of the β4-β5 loop serves as a determinant for docking
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Figure 1.10 Allostery network in protein kinase A heterotetramer and homodimer. a,
Crystal structure of Riα (71-244, CNB-A domain only): C subunit indicating the intra- and
intermolecular regulation of protein kinase A by cAMP. C-linker of each R subunits in the
tetramer is controlled by its own CNB-A domain. N-linker is controlled by the symmetryrelated R’ subunit. The subpanel is adapted from Boettcher et al.75 PDB: 3PVB. b, Crystal
structure of RIIβ R2C2 heterotetramer. The linker in R subunit (labeled in green) interacts
with the β4-β5 loop in CNB-A domain of R’ subunit (deep blue). The subpanel is adapted
from Zhang et al.77 PDB code: 3TNP. c, Crystal structure of Riα homodimer revealing the
N3A motif in CNB-A domain stacks into each other, forming the helical-helical bundles.
PDB code: 4MX3.
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between two heteterodimers.
The R2 homodimer bound to Camp also allow us to appreciate the unique and isoformspecific contacts existing in the Riα.32 Different from the RIIβ, the Riα display a symmetry
that the two R subunit docks with each other via the N3A motif in CNB-A domain, forming
a helical-helical bundle. This observation reconciles with the movement of N3A motif in
monomer R subunit upon the Camp binding, that the N3A motif moves away from the PBC.
Moreover, mutation K121A, Y120A in the N3A motif shows a complete loss of corporality
with a decreased Hill coefficient from 1.7 to 1.0, S145G and R144S in N3A motif, two
signature mutations involved in Carney complex disease, also display a decreased Hill
coefficient to 1.4. Both mutation studies indicating a critical function of the N3A motif in
both structure and function in the R-R’ subunit allosteric communications. Therefore, the
PKA R2C2 is a high-order cooperative system, accomplished by the allosteric
communication between the interface of R-R’ or R:C’.
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1.5 Single-Molecule Perspective to Study Allostery
1.5.1 Single-Molecule Approaches in Protein Allostery
Single-molecule approaches have become a powerful tool to investigate biological and
biochemical problems. Unlike the structural and biophysical methods in bulk studies that
average the ensembles, single-molecule approaches allow the measurements of individual
biomolecules and individual biological events. It overcomes the difficulties of the inherent
heterogeneity of the macromolecules and biological process that might not be synchronized
in the reaction, serving as a complementary tool to traditional approaches.80,81 The current
single-molecule methods include, but not limited to, single-molecule fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (smFRET)82,83 and single-molecule force spectroscopy84, such
as atomic force microscopy (AFM), single-molecule magnetic tweezers, and singlemolecule optical tweezers. These approaches provide a high spatial and temporal
resolutions that can be on the order of milliseconds, or nanometer, or piconewton forces.
There are three main advantages of single-molecule approaches: 1. With the aid of high
resolution, it allows the detection of low populated state and transient events, such as
folding and ligand binding. 2. It can direct observe important kinetic parameters. For
example, when the protein exists in multiple states, smFRET can be utilized to distinguish
multiple states and follow in real-time the distribution of each state. Single-molecule force
spectroscopy can directly measure the mechanical force exerted on the biological system,
allows the extraction of kinetic and energetic information. 3. There is no need to
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synchronize the reaction for single-molecule approach, which is challenging to attain for
bulk measurement.
Single-molecule approaches have been applied in the field of protein allostery. The
allostery mechanism of adenovirus early region 1A protein (E1A) has been characterized
by Ferreon et al using smFRET.85 E1A is an intrinsic disordered protein that can bind two
different host proteins, CREB binding protein (CBP) and retinoblastoma protein (Prb),
determining the downstream signaling outputs. In this work, two fluorescent dyes were
engineered at the cysteine-mutated residues in CBP and pRb binding regions and the
binding of CBP and Prb and folding of E1A was monitored by the FRET efficiency. The
author discovered that positive cooperativity can switch to negative cooperativity
depending on the available E1A interaction sites. The smFRET approach they represented
here successfully overcomes the challenges in the E1A aggregation and high binding
affinity between E1A and CBP or pRb. Besides protein-protein interactions, the allostery
mechanism between protein and small-molecule also plays a crucial role in the cellular
signaling. Kim et al demonstrating the interplay of conformational dynamics and molecular
recognition of maltose-binding protein (MBP) in the process of ligand binding.86 The
dynamics of conformational changes on MB[ is tracked by engineering two fluorophores
at the binding pocket of MBP. It has been found that MBP exists in the ensemble of
conformations and the ligands bind the existing substrate, inducing a structural transition
to a ligand-bound, closed form. The fast and transient binding event of maltose would be
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impossible without the aid of high resolution of smFRET techniques. Moreover, with the
multi-fluorescent smFRET, the binding of maltose and the conformation changes can be
followed in real-time.
The application of single-molecule techniques has proved its capability and flexibility
in studying the protein allostery. In the following chapter, I would like to describe another
single-molecule strategy, single-molecule optical tweezers, and its application in
investigating protein allostery.
1.5.2 Optical Trapping
In the 1980s, Arthur Ashkin firstly discovered that microscopic particles with high
refractive index can be stably trapped in the focused laser beam87,88 and he was awarded
the Nobel Prize in Physics 2018 for his contribution in the optical trapping research. With
the discovery of optical trap, single-molecule optical tweezers has merged as a powerful
force spectroscopy technique to investigate single molecule and measure the forces exerted
by biomolecule during the cellular processes. Optical tweezers allow one to apply force
and mechanically manipulate individual molecule. To achieve bead trapping in a laser
beam, the molecule in the optical trap experiences two forces: 1) scattering forces, which
push the molecule on the direction of the laser light beam propagation, and 2) gradient
forces, which attract the molecule to the center of the laser beam focal point. When these
two forces are balanced, the molecule could be stably trapped in an optical trap.
When the laser light beam travels through a transparent polystyrene bead, the
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Figure 1.11 Principle of optical trapping. a, beads in optical trap behave as Hook spring.
b. The schematic picture of the forces placed on the beads in optical trap.
momentum of the light changes. The difference of output momentum and input momentum
is ΔP (shown in Fig 4b). Since the momentum is conserved, the molecule experienced the
opposite momentum of ΔP. The trap behaves as a linear Hook spring. The forces (F) could
be calculated from the displacement of the molecule in the trap (ΔX) times the spring
constant of the trap (k) (Figure 1.11).
The force could be calculated based on the following Equation (1) :
F=

Dp
dt

𝑛

= ( 𝑐𝐿) ∑ 𝑊𝑖 sin 𝜃𝑖

(1)

Where nL is the reflection index of buffer; c is speed of light; θi is the refraction angle
The force experienced by the molecule is equal to the light force, and further equals to the
effects from all rays:
𝑋𝐼 = 𝐿 ∙ 𝑛𝐿 ∙ sin 𝜃𝑖
where L equals focus length;
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(2)

Collector lens transforms exit angles into ray offsets by Abbe Sine Condition:
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 𝑋𝑖

(3)

PSD (Position Sensitive Detector) sums all light in signal recorded as Stotal.
S

F = 𝐿∙𝑐

(4)

Therefore, the forces exert on the beads from biomolecule could be calculated from the
PSD sum signal divided by focus length and light speed.

1.5.3 Force and Position Measurements in Optical Tweezers
There are several experimental geometries for optical tweezer experimental setup
(Figure 1.12)84: (1) For cytoskeleton motors, the motor is directly attached to a polystyrene
bead, which is trapped in the optical trap, and the filament of the motor is attached on a
surface. (2) More generally, the target biomolecule is tethered between two polystyrene
beads. One bead is trapped in the optical trap while the other bead is stabilized on a
micropipette tip. The motion of the biomolecule is monitored by the bead within the optical
trap; (3) Both beads are held in optical traps. The motion of the biomolecule can be revealed
by both beads. In this fashion, the force can be mechanically applied to the system by
moving the optical trap closer or away from the attachment point.
The polystyrene bead in optical tweezers has two major functions: (1). Serves as a
handle for attaching to the biomolecule system; (2) The detection of the bead position in
optical trap provides the force and position measurement. The commonly used technique
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in optical tweezer for position detection is through back-focal-plane interferometry, a
method to use the interference pattern formed between the trapping laser and the scattered
light to measure bead movement. This technique allows detecting the bead motion of less
than 1Å on the timescale of a million second.89 The actual parameters generated from the
optical tweezers are the piconewton force and the nanometer displacements of the trapped

Beads, which their calibration involves measuring the polystyrene bead to a known force.

Figure 1.12 Experimental geometries used in optical tweezers experiments. a, This set
up is generally used for cytoskeletal motors. The motor is directly attached to the beads
and the filament is attached to the surface of the chamber, such as a glass slide. b, The
biological system, such as DNA, RNA, or protein with DNA modification, can be tethered
between two beads. One bead is held in the optical trap while the other bead is stabilized
onto the end of a micropipette tip. c, Or the second bead can also be held in the other optical
trap. The change in the length of the tethered biomolecule will be revealed by the position
in both beads in the traps. This figure is reused from a publication by Moffit et al84 with
the permission of Annual Reviewer of Biochemistry.
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1.5.4 DNA Handles Attachment Methods for Optical Tweezers Measurements
Single-molecule optical tweezers is a powerful force spectroscopy technique to
investigate molecular mechanisms of macromolecular folding,90–98 ligand binding,99
enzyme catalysis100,101 and motor proteins.102–108 In optical tweezers experiments, force is
applied to a target protein that is tethered between two beads or between a bead and a glass
slide.84,109. Tethering of the protein is enabled by the covalent attachment of molecular
handles. Molecular handles not only serve as force transducers, but they also prevent
unspecific and undesired interactions between the target protein and the surface of the bead
or slide. The most commonly used molecular handles are double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA).98,110,111 In recent years, various experimental strategies to covalently link dsDNA
handles to target proteins have been developed. A pioneering and widely-used strategy to
attach dsDNA handles is via disulfide bond linkage to cysteine residues in the target
protein.90,91,99,112 More recent approaches involve enzymatic reactions between a fusion
protein or a peptide tag, which are engineered to the target protein, and the attaching to
enzymatic substrates that are covalently linked to the dsDNA handle.92,97,99,103,104,113–116
Among the many strategies to covalently attach dsDNA handles to a target protein,
disulfide bonds have important advantages for protein folding studies. First, they provide
flexibility on the position of the handle attachment, allowing the examination of the
protein’s energy landscape along with different reaction coordinates.117,118 Second, with
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disulfide bond linkages it is possible to selectively manipulate a specific region or domain
within the target protein, enabling the investigation of high-order protein function such as
folding cooperativity between coupled domains.91
1.5.5 Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR) in Optical Tweezers
Two major noise source for optical tweezers experiment is experimental noise and
Brownian noise.119 The experimental noise includes the drift of the stage, sound vibration,
temperature drift or the fluctuation in laser power, which can be partially eliminated by
isolation the sample stage system, installation of sound proof and temperature control, and
correction for drift. However, the Brownian noise cannot be avoided and hence become the
resolution limiting factor. The expression usually used in calculating the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is the following Equation (5)84,120,121:
SNR ≤

𝐾𝑡𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ∆𝑙
√4𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝐵𝑟

(5)

Where Ktether is the stiffness of the biological tether, Δl is the displacement of the
biomolecule system, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, B is the bandwidth
of the measurement, which equals half rate of the data collection, and γ is the drag
coefficient of the trapped bead.
From the equation, the SNR can be increased by increasing the Ktether, for example,
using a stiffer molecule as a better transducer of the mechanical force, or lower the
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temperature during the measurement. Reducing the bead size can also help improve SNR
because smaller bead fluctuates faster than larger bead and contribute less Brownian noise.
1.5.6 Force-dependent Lifetime in a Two-state Protein Unfolding Model
According to Bell’s model122, the experimental dependence of the rate constant on the
external force is described as follows:
1
∆𝑥‡ 𝐹− 𝑘(∆𝑥‡ )2
2
)
𝑘𝐵 𝑇

(

k = 𝑘𝑚 𝑘0 𝑒

(6)

k is the rate constant on a specific force, km represents the contribution of experimental
parameters, such as the bead size, trap stiffness, and handle length, to the observed rate; k0
is the intrinsic rate constant of the molecule in the absence of force; F is the force; x‡ is the
distance to the transition state; κ is the effective spring constant of the system; Kb is the
Boltzmann constant; and T is the absolute temperature. A more explicit method has been
derived to extract the force-dependent lifetime from the unfolding forces, taking into the
consideration of the height of the free-energy barrier and the distance to the transition
state123:
τ(F) = 𝜏0 (1 −

𝑣𝐹𝛥𝑥 ǂ
𝛥𝐺 ǂ

1−1/𝑣

)

𝑒

−𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝛥𝐺 ǂ [1−(1−𝑣𝐹𝛥𝑥 ǂ /𝛥𝐺 ǂ )

1/𝑣

]

(7)

where o represents the folded lifetime of the protein in the absence of force; F is the force;
xǂ is the distance to the transition state from the folded to the unfolded state. kB is the
Boltzmann constant; and T is the absolute temperature. Gǂ is the free-energy of activation
in the absence of external force.  is the scaling factor that specifies the nature of the
underlying free-energy landscape. v = 1/2 represents to a harmonic well with a cusp-like
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well, or equivalently a harmonic barrier with a cusp-like well; v = 2/3 corresponds to a
potential that contains linear and cubic terms; and when v =1, the parameters regarding the
energy is canceled and Bell’s model mentioned above is recovered. This method allows us
to extract the parameters that are directly accessible to the biophysical properties of
biomolecules.
1.5.7 Investigation of Folding Cooperativity of Protein by Optical Tweezers
Single molecule optical tweezers has been applied into a variety of biological systems
to study protein folding, ligand binding, motor behaviors and enzyme catalysis. In this
section, I would like to discuss two works that study multi-domain protein folding and
cooperativity using optical tweezers, which are closely related to my thesis project.
A study carried by Shank et al91 shows an investigation on the coupling and folding
cooperativity between protein domains using single molecule optical tweezers. In this study,
a T4 lysozyme is attached to polystyrene beads via double-stranded DNA handles (dsDNA).
T4 lysozyme is composed of two globular domains, C-domain and N-domain. However, it
has a re-entrant topology that the N-terminal domain is from residue 13 to 60 whereas the
C-terminal domain (residue 60-164) contains an N-terminal helix A (residue 1-12). To
investigate the role of discontinuous topology in protein cooperativity, Two construct was
designed with different dsDNA handle positions (Figure 1.13): one is at the position 16 and
159 (16, 159 WT), the other is a circular permutant where the N-terminal helix A is
engineered at the end of the C-terminal domain with the same dsDNA handle position (16,
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149 CP). The force-extension curves revealed by the protein shows high unfolding forces
occurring between 30-50 Pn and change in contour length matches with the total length of
the handle attachment points, suggesting the unfolding of T4 lysozyme unfolds completely
and cooperatively. However, the unfolding of CP shows a distinct unfolding behavior
which can be classified into three patterns: (1) One single rip that corresponds to the
unfolding of N-domain; (2) One single rip that corresponds to the unfolding of C-domain;
(3) Two rips of unequal size that can be attributed to N-domain and C-domain, respectively.
Compared with the WT, all the unfolding forces occur at lower forces between 10-20 Pn.
The result from CP reveals that the protein folding cooperativity is abolished due to the
rearrangement of topology, suggesting that the protein topology control the folding
corporality.
This study also shows the power of optical tweezers in studying the energetic
coupling underlying the protein folding cooperativity. By applying the Crooks’ fluctuation
theorem (CFT), the author have found that selectively unfolding the N-domain in the WT
protein (16, 61 WT) reveals a ΔG of 12.3 kcal/mol, which is comparable to the unfolding
of entire T4 lysozyme. This observation indicates a high degree of coupling between the
two domains, and this information would be challenging to obtain for any other techniques.
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Figure 1.13 Experimental set-up and structure of T4 lysozyme. a, Schematic of the
optical tweezer experimental set-up. B, Structure of T4 lysozyme. The N-domain and Cdomain are colored in green and blue, respectively. c, Schematic of WT and CP construct.
This figure is directly taken from a publication by Shank et al91 with the permission of
Springer Nature Publishing Group.
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1.5.8 Investigation of Folding Network of Protein by Optical Tweezers
Another work performed by Stigler et al99 reveals a folding network that involves
cooperative and anticooperative in calmodulin molecules. The calmodulin is composed of
two globular domains that are connected by an a-helical linker. The binding of calcium ion
is achieved by the two helix-loop-helix motifs (EF hands) on each of the two domains,
therefore, calmodulin is a multi-domain molecule that contains four binding sites (EF1, 2,
3 and 4) (Figure 1.14). The manipulation of a single molecule calmodulin is achieved by
linking between two ubiquitin, and the dsDNA handle is attached via cysteine mutated at
the end of ubiquitin.
The rapid oscillation in the unfolding trajectories of calmodulin suggests a complex
unfolding pathway which is not described in the previous two-step unfolding model. In this
study, the calmodulin is stretched at a specific and constant force and six different
populated states were revealed. The identification of the six states is by incorporating
partial deletion mutants and characterizing their signature extension subject to the same
force. The analysis the conversion between six states suggests that three intermediate states
are observed in calmodulin folding: (1) EF1 and F2 folds together (F12) while EF 3 and EF
4 remain unfolded; (2) EF3 and EF4 folds together (F34) while EF1 and EF3 remain
unfolded; (3) EF2 and EF3 are folded (F23) with EF1 and EF4 are unfolded. The last
pathway is an unproductive pathway where the calmodulin must decay back to the fully
unfolded state to proceed along in either route (1) or (2). The presence for the folded F123
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also suggests a cooperative effect across the domains. However, F123 is also characterized
as an off-pathway state as the EF 3 must become unfolded and folds back to F12 state in
order to proceed along the productive pathway.
This study also provides a detailed kinetic network for calmodulin folding and
unfolding at zero force. The ΔG of the two domains in calmodulin were also determined:
ΔGN-terminal = 19.7 kBT and ΔGC-terminal = 21.8 kBT. However, it only requires 15 kBT to fold
the second domain, suggesting that the presence of one folded domain prevents the other
domain from reaching its unfolded states by lowering the energy barrier. This study shows
that optical tweezers can be used as a sophisticated time-resolved technique to observe
protein folding with fast and transient intermediates and allow us to decipher the underlying
energetical mechanism that controls the folding cooperative network.

Figure 1.13 Experimental set-up and the kinetic network of calmodulin folding
revealed by optical tweezers. a, Experimental set-up with the calmodulin linked with
DNA modified ubiquitin. The cartoon represents the EF binding sites in the calmodulin. b,
Detailed kinetic network of calmodulin folding and unfolding at zero force. This figure
is directly taken from the publication by Stigler et al.99 with the permission of American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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CHAPTER II: METHODS
2.1 Protein Kinase A Constructs
Three types of constructs are generated with unique pulling geometries to probe Camp
binding coupled to inter-domain interactions (Figure 2.1). In type-I constructs, force is
applied to the isolated CNB domains to study the effect of Camp binding on the free energy
landscape of each domain. In type-II constructs, force is applied selectively to one CNB
domain in the presence of the neighboring one. This pulling geometry allows us to directly
assess how Camp binding induces inter-domain interactions, a strategy that would
otherwise be inaccessible with bulk methods or single molecule fluorescence techniques.
In type-III construct, force is applied across both CNB domains simultaneously, allowing
non-contiguous regions of the protein to respond to force, thereby probing long-range
allosteric interactions, either in the presence or absence of Camp.
The PRSET plasmid harboring the Bos 48aurus regulatory subunit gene, isoform Riα
containing residues 91 to 379 of the full-length sequence was used. To obtain isolated CNB
domains, the sequence of the neighboring CNB domain was deleted by site-directed
mutagenesis (QuikChange II Agilent). The isolated CNB-A domain contains residues 91 to
243. The isolated CNB-B domain contains residues 243 to 379. The mutations C345A and
C360A were introduced in the CNB-B domain to prevent undesired reactions with the thiolmodified dsDNA handles. To manipulate each individual CNB domain (Type-I constructs)
we introduced the mutations S110C/M243C and M243C/S376C for the isolated CNB-A
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and CNB-B domains, respectively. To manipulate either the CNB-A domain or the CNBB domain selectively (Type-II constructs) we introduced into the regulatory subunit the
mutations S110C/M243C and M243C/S376C, respectively. To manipulate both CNB
domains simultaneously (Type-III construct), we introduced into the regulatory subunit the
mutations S110C/S376C.

Figure 2.1 Domain organization of RIα Protein Kinase A and the schematic
representation of experimental geometries. a, The domain organization of the RIα (90379). The arrows on regulatory subunit domain organization indicate the residue positions
for DNA handle attachment. b, Schematic representation of optical tweezers assay and
three protein constructs used in the study.
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The protein sequence for each construct are as follows. The wild type construct is also
shown for comparison. The underline shows the position of the mutated residue:
Wild type Regulatory subunit Riα (91-379)
MSRADSREDEISPPPPNPVVKGRRRRGAISAEVYTEEDAASYVRKVIPKDYKTMA
ALAKAIEKNVLFSHLDDNERSDIFDAMFPVSFIAGETVIQQGDEGDNFYVIDQGE
MDVYVNNEWATSVGEGGSFGELALIYGTPRAATVKAKTNVKLWGIDRDSYRRIL
MGSTLRKRKMYEEFLSKVSILESLDKWERLTVADALEPVQFEDGQKIVVQGEPG
DEFFIILEGSAAVLQRRSENEEFVEVGRLGPSDYFGEIALLMNRPRAATVVCRGPL
KAVKLDRPRFERVLGPCSDILKRNIQQYNSFVSLSV
Type-I Isolated CNB-A domain (S110C/M243C)
MGRRRRGAISAEVYTEEDAACYVRKVIPKDYKTMAALAKAIEKNVLFSHLDDN
ERSDIFDAMFPVSFIAGETVIQQGDEGDNFYVIDQGEMDVYVNNEWATSVGEGG
SFGELALIYGTPRAATVKAKTNVKLWGIDRDSYRRILMGSTLRKRKCY
Type-I Isolated CNB-B domain (M243C/S376C/C345A/C360A)
MGCYEEFLSKVSILESLDKWERLTVADALEPVQFEDGQKIVVQGEPGDEFFIILEG
SAAVLQRRSENEEFVEVGRLGPSDYFGEIALLMNRPRAATVVARGPLKAVKLDRP
RFERVLGPASDILKRNIQQYNSFVCLSV
Type-II Regulatory subunit Riα 91-379 (S110C/M243C/C345A/C360A)
MGRRRRGAISAEVYTEEDAACYVRKVIPKDYKTMAALAKAIEKNVLFSHLDDN
ERSDIFDAMFPVSFIAGETVIQQGDEGDNFYVIDQGEMDVYVNNEWATSVGEGG
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SFGELALIYGTPRAATVKAKTNVKLWGIDRDSYRRILMGSTLRKRKCYEEFLSKV
SILESLDKWERLTVADALEPVQFEDGQKIVVQGEPGDEFFIILEGSAAVLQRRSEN
EEFVEVGRLGPSDYFGEIALLMNRPRAATVVARGPLKAVKLDRPRFERVLGPASD
ILKRNIQQYNSFVSLSV
Type-II Regulatory subunit Riα 91-379 (M243C/S376C/C345A/C360A)
MGRRRRGAISAEVYTEEDAASYVRKVIPKDYKTMAALAKAIEKNVLFSHLDDNE
RSDIFDAMFPVSFIAGETVIQQGDEGDNFYVIDQGEMDVYVNNEWATSVGEGGS
FGELALIYGTPRAATVKAKTNVKLWGIDRDSYRRILMGSTLRKRKCYEEFLSKVS
ILESLDKWERLTVADALEPVQFEDGQKIVVQGEPGDEFFIILEGSAAVLQRRSENE
EFVEVGRLGPSDYFGEIALLMNRPRAATVVARGPLKAVKLDRPRFERVLGPASDI
LKRNIQQYNSFVCLSV
Type-III Regulatory subunit Riα 91-379 (S110C/S376C)
MGRRRRGAISAEVYTEEDAACYVRKVIPKDYKTMAALAKAIEKNVLFSHLDDN
ERSDIFDAMFPVSFIAGETVIQQGDEGDNFYVIDQGEMDVYVNNEWATSVGEGG
SFGELALIYGTPRAATVKAKTNVKLWGIDRDSYRRILMGSTLRKRKMYEEFLSKV
SILESLDKWERLTVADALEPVQFEDGQKIVVQGEPGDEFFIILEGSAAVLQRRSEN
EFVEVGRLGPSDYFGEIALLMNRPRAATVVARGPLKAVKLDRPRFERVLGPASDI
LKRNIQQYNSFVCLSV
Type-III Regulatory subunit protein sequence Riα 91-379 (D149C/S376C)
MGRRRRGAISAEVYTEEDAASYVRKVIPKDYKTMAALAKAIEKNVLFSHLDDNE
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RSDIFCAMFPVSFIAGETVIQQGDEGDNFYVIDQGEMDVYVNNEWATSVGEGGS
FGELALIYGTPRAATVKAKTNVKLWGIDRDSYRRILMGSTLRKRKMYEEFLSKVS
ILESLDKWERLTVADALEPVQFEDGQKIVVQGEPGDEFFIILEGSAAVLQRRSENE
EFVEVGRLGPSDYFGEIALLMNRPRAATVVARGPLKAVKLDRPRFERVLGPASDI
LKRNIQQYNSFVCLSV
Type-III R241A Regulatory subunit protein sequence Riα 91-379 (D149C/S376C)
MGRRRRGAISAEVYTEEDAASYVRKVIPKDYKTMAALAKAIEKNVLFSHLDDNE
RSDIFCAMFPVSFIAGETVIQQGDEGDNFYVIDQGEMDVYVNNEWATSVGEGGS
FGELALIYGTPRAATVKAKTNVKLWGIDRDSYRRILMGSTLRKAKMYEEFLSKV
SILESLDKWERLTVADALEPVQFEDGQKIVVQGEPGDEFFIILEGSAAVLQRRSEN
EFVEVGRLGPSDYFGEIALLMNRPRAATVVARGPLKAVKLDRPRFERVLGPASDI
LKRNIQQYNSFVCLSV
2.1.1 Site-directed Mutagenesis
QuikChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent) was used to generate the PKA
constructs described above. Site-directed mutagenesis methods can be used to make point
mutations, replace amino acids, and delete or insert single or multiple adjacent amino acids.
Both primers contain the desired mutation and anneal to the same sequence on opposite
strands of the plasmid. The mutated nucleotide sequence should be optimized based on the
E.coli codon usage and are required to have the least number of change in nucleotide
compared to the wild type sequence. The optimal length of primers should between 25 to
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45 base pairs, with a melting temperature > 78 °C. The melting temperature for primers are
calculated using the following Equation (8):
𝑇𝑚 = 81.5 − 0.41 (%GC) − (

675
𝑁

) − % 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ

(8)

where N is the primer length in bases, and values for %GC and % mismatch are whole
numbers. For introducing insertions or deletions, the % mismatch is omitted in the
equations.
The site-directed mutagenesis is performed following the kit instruction. Briefly, PCR
reaction is prepared using PfuUltra HF DNA polymerase. Extension of the oligonucleotide
primers generates a mutated plasmid containing staggered nicks. The PCR product is
treated with Dpn I for digesting the wild type template. The digested product is then
transformed into DH5α competent cells for amplification of the plasmids.
Primer sequence used for site-directed mutagenesis
CNB-B deletion from Riα (91-379)
Fwd: 5’-P-TGTTATGAGGAGTTTCTTAGTAAAGTGTC-3’
Rev:5’-P-GCCCATATGTATATCTCCTTCTTAAAG -3’
C345A in Riα (91-379)
Fwd: 5’-GCCCGTGGCCCGCTGAAGGCCGTCAGGC-3
Rev: 5’-CGGCCGGTCCAGCTTGACGGCCTTCAGC-3’
C360A in Riα (91-379)
Fwd: 5’-CGCCTTCTCGGCCCGGCCTCCGACATCC-3’
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Rev: 5’-CTTGAGGATGTCGGAGGCCGGGCCGAG-3’
S110C in Riα (91-379)
Fwd: 5’-GGATGCCGCGTGCTATGTTCGGAAGGTT-3’
Rev: 5’-CCGAACATAGCACGCGGCATCCTCCTCG-3’
S376C in Riα (91-379)
Fwd: 5’-GCTTCGTGTGCCTGTCTGTCT-3’
Rev: 5’-GACAGCCAGGCACACGAAGCT-3’
M243C in Riα (91-379)
Fwd: 5’-GGGAAGCACGCTGAGAAAGAGGAAGTG-3’
Rev: 5’-CACTTTACTAAGAAACTCCTCATAACACT-3’
D149C in Riα (91-379)
Fwd:5’-CATTTTTTGCGCCATGTTCCCGGTTTCCTTTATTG-3’
Rev:5’-CATGGCGCAAAAAATGTCACTTCTCTCGTTATCATC-3’
R241A in Riα (91-379)
Fwd 5’-GGGAAGCACGCTGAGAAAGGCGAAGATGTATGAGGAG-3’
Rev 5’-CTCCTCATACATCTTCGCCTTTCTCAGCGTGCTTCCC-3’
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2.2 Expression and Purification of Protein Kinase A Constructs
All the protein constructs were expressed in BL21(DE3) pLysS (NEB) and purified as
described previously.26,124,125 Briefly, the protein was expressed in BL21(DE3) pLysS
competent cells overnight at 18°C with 1 Mm IPTG. The cells are harvest at 5000 rpm for
20min at 4 °C. The cell pellet is homogenized in lysis buffer (20 Mm MES, 100 Mm NaCl,
2 Mm EGTA, 2 Mm EDTA, 5 Mm DTT, Ph 6.5). Every 1 gram of cell pellet needs 10Ml
of lysis buffer. The homogenized cell is lysed with a microfluidizer at 10, 000 psi and pass
three times under the lysis buffer supplemented with inhibitors, which contains 10 Mm
Benzamidine, 0.4 Mm 4-(2-Aminoethyl)benzenesulfonyl fluoride (AEBSF), 1 Μm
Pepstatin, 1 Μm Leupeptin, 28 Μm Tosyl phenylalanyl chloromethyl ketone (TPCK), 28
Μm Tosyl-L-lysylchloromethane ketone (TLCK) and 10 Μm 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine
(IBMX).
The lysed cells are centrifuged at 15, 000 rpm at 4 °C for 45 min. The spin supernatant
was precipitated with 40% ammonium sulfate for 1 hour in the cold room and centrifuge
at 10, 000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C. The precipitate is resuspended in the lysis buffer and
followed by another centrifuge at 16, 000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C. The supernatant of the
last spin is applied to a homemade Camp-coupled agarose resin and washed with lysis
buffer for three times. Wash 1 and Wash 3 are regular lysis buffer and Wash 2 is the lysis
buffer supplemented with 900 Mm NaCl. The protein was eluted from the resin with Cgmp
(20 Mm Cgmp in lysis buffer) in three 6Ml elutions. Elution 1 and Elution 2 are composed
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of lysis buffer with 20 Mm Cgmp. The elution is added into the resin and incubates for 30
min with stirring every 10 min. Elution 3 is lysis buffer without Cgmp and is added by
every 1 Ml in order to push the remaining protein from the resin.
The eluted protein is loaded onto a size exclusion column to remove any aggregation
during the purification, and the excess of Cgmp. The protein is stored in gel filtration buffer
(50Mm MES, 200Mm NaCl, 2Mm EGTA, 2Mm EDTA 5Mm DTT, Ph 5.8) and ready for
dsDNA handle attachment. The rest of the protein is stored with 30% glycerol at -80°C.
2.3 Integrated Method to Attach DNA Handles and Functionally Selection
DNA handles attachment to protein have provided the flexibility and accessibility for
the investigation of protein folding, ligand binding and cooperativity. However, a concern
in protein folding studies with optical tweezers is the difficulty of selecting those protein
molecules that are functional and therefore properly folded. This is because during an
experiment, proteins are selected by the interactions between the tags in the dsDNA handles
and the bead or slide. Thus, a protein sample preparation that contains an aggregated or
misfolded population may lead to artifacts and wrong interpretations of the native behavior
of the protein.
Here, we developed a methodology that integrates the covalent attachment of dsDNA
handles to proteins via disulfide bonds with a selection step of functional and properly
folded proteins (Figure. 2.1). Briefly, we first crosslink short thiol-modified oligos (~ 30
bp) to the target protein to generate a protein-oligo chimera. Because short oligos can be
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easily prepared in high concentrations (~ 2 Mm), the yield of the protein-oligo chimera is
very high. Then, we select functional molecules from the protein-oligo mixture by using
an agarose resin coupled to the corresponding protein ligand. Elution of functional
molecules is achieved by using a gradient concentration of a competitor ligand. A gradient
elution enables obtaining protein-oligo chimeras in different states, i.e. unliganded and
bound states. Lastly, we ligate dsDNA handles functionalized with either biotin or
digoxigenin to the functionally selected protein-oligo chimera. The dsDNA handles can be
tailored to a specific length, thereby providing flexibility for different optical tweezers
experimental set-ups.

* Most of the content within this section (Chap 2.3) has been published in Hao, Yuxin, et
al. “Integrated method to attach DNA handles and functionally select proteins to study
folding and protein-ligand interactions with optical tweezers.” Scientific reports 7.1 (2017):
10843. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons. All copyrights are reserved by
the Springer Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 2.2 Combined method to attach dsDNA handles and select for functional
protein molecules. After its purification, the target protein is covalently linked with thiolmodified dsOligos (step 1). The protein-oligo chimera is functionally selected using a
ligand-coupled resin (step 2). Functional and properly folded proteins are eluted using a
concentration gradient of a ligand competitor, generating different liganded protein states
(step 3). Ligation of biotin- and digoxigenin-modified dsDNA handles of variable lengths,
as required by the experimental set-up (step 4).
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2.3.1 Thiol-Modified dsOligo Preparation
Two sets of modified double stranded oligos (dsOligos) with a thiol group in the 5’ end
of the forward sequence, and a 5’ phosphate in the reverse complementary sequence (IDT,
Inc.). Both dsOligos shared the same thiol-modified forward sequence: 5’-ThiolGTTACGCCTATTCCTATCATATGAAGACA. However, the reverse complementary
sequence had unique, non-palindromic 5’ overhangs (underlined) referred as RS1 (5’Phosphate- CGGAGTGTCTTCATATGATAGGAATAGGCGTAAC)

and

RS2

(5’-

Phosphate-CGACGTGTCTTCATATGATAGGAATAGGCGTAAC) for restriction sites 1
and 2, respectively.
Thiol- and phosphate-modified oligos were dissolved in annealing buffer (10 Mm Tris,
10 Mm EDTA, 50 Mm NaCl, Ph 7.4) and annealed (95 ºC to 4ºC, 1ºC/min) in a
Mastercycler Nexus GX2 (Eppendorf). The thiol groups of the dsOligos were deprotected
in 0.17 M sodium phosphate (Ph 8.0) with 40 Mm dithiothreitol (DTT) overnight at 37ºC.
The next day, deprotected dsOligos were purified using an Amersham PD-10 column. The
purified dsOligos were concentrated by ethanol precipitation, dissolved in annealing buffer,
and store at -20 ºC with 40 Mm DTT. A typical concentration of dsOligos was 2 Mm.
2.3.2 DTDP-Activation of Cysteine-Modified Proteins
The cysteine-modified CNB-A was engineered using the QuikChange site-directed
mutagenesis kit from Agilent. The protein was purified as documented previously126 but
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with the addition of 5 Mm DTT to all buffers. The activation of the thiol-modified protein
with 2,2’-dithioldipyridine (DTDP) followed the protocol described previously111 with
minor modifications. Briefly, prior to the covalently attachment of the dsOligos, the protein
was reduced with 5 Mm DTT overnight in DNA crosslinking buffer (50 Mm Tris, 100 Mm
NaCl, Ph 7.6). The next day, the protein was concentrated to ~ 500 Μm. The excess DTT
was removed by three consecutive Micro Bio-Spin 6 chromatography columns (Bio-rad)
pre-equilibrated with DNA crosslinking buffer. Then, the protein was reacted with a 5-25
molar excess DTDP for 2 h at room temperature. The excess DTDP was removed using
three additional Micro Biospin 6 column pre-equilibrated with DNA crosslinking buffer.
2.3.3 Protein-Oligo Attachment
Both dsOligos were diluted to ~ 200 Μm in DNA crosslinking buffer with 10 Mm
DTT, and incubated overnight at 37 ºC. The excess of DTT was removed using three Micro
Bio-Spin 6 chromatography columns. The resulting dsOligos concentration was measured
spectrophotometrically, and then immediately reacted with the thiol-pyridine activated
protein (Figure. 1, step 1). The molar ratio of protein and the two dsOligos was 1:1:1 with
a final concentration of ~ 100 M each. The reaction was incubated at 4 ºC overnight.
2.3.4 Functional Selection of Protein-Oligo Chimera
The mixture of protein and dsOligos was incubated with a Camp-coupled agarose resin
for 4 h at 4 ºC (Figure. 1, step 2). Preparation of the resin is described by the Diller et al.
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Briefly, NHS-activated agarose 4 Fast Flow (GE Healthcare Life Science) was

equilibrated with 0.1 M HCl. 8-AEA-Camp (BIOLOG) was incubated with activated
agarose resin at room temperature for 3 h in 0.2 M NaHCO3, 0.5 M NaCl (Ph = 7.5). The
reaction was blocked with 0.5 M ethanolamine (Ph = 8.3) for 2 h. The resin was washed
three times by alternating a high Ph buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl, Ph = 8.3) and a low Ph buffer
(0.1 M CH3COONa, 0.5 M NaCl, Ph = 4.8). The Camp-coupled resin is stored in 0.05 M
H3BO3, 0.5 M NaCl, 10 M IBMX (Ph = 8.5) with 20% ethanol.
The functional selection step allowed removing unreacted dsOligos while at the same
time purifying proteins able to bind its natural ligand, namely, Camp. To thoroughly
remove the excess of unreacted dsOligos, the agarose resin was washed with DNA
crosslinking buffer three times with at least 20 times the volume of the resin. The proteinoligo chimera was eluted using increasing amounts of Camp dissolved in DNA crosslinking
buffer: 0.02 Mm, 0.2 Mm, 2 Mm and 20 Mm (Figure. 1, step 3). For each elution step, the
solution was incubated for 30 min. All elutions containing the protein-oligo chimera were
aliquoted and stored with 30% glycerol at -20 ºC. Before the optical tweezers experiments,
a small aliquot of protein-oligo chimera is directly ligated to dsDNA handles of variable
lengths, tailored to a specific experimental geometry (Figure. 1, step 4). Next, we describe
the preparation of dsDNA handles of ~ 370 bp each (referred as long dsDNA handles), or
70 bp each (referred as short dsDNA handles).
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2.3.5 Preparation of Long dsDNA Handles
The biotin- and digoxigenin-modified dsDNA handles were generated by PCR reaction
using the plasmid Pproex Hta (Addgene) as template. A 332 bp biotin-modified dsDNA
handle

was

prepared

using

the

forward

primer

5’-

TATTATTTTCTCCCATGAAGACGGTCCGCGACTG together with reverse primer 5’Biotin-CGGTATCGTCGTATCCCACTACC (IDT, Inc). This handle is ligated to the
dsOligo labeled RS1 in the protein-oligo chimera. The 315 bp digoxigenin-modified
dsDNA

handle

was

generated

using

the

forward

primer

5’-

GACGATACCGAAGACAGGTCGTGTTATATCC and reverse primer 5’-digoxigeninCCGTGCAGTCGATGATAAGCTGTC (IDT, Inc). This handle is ligated to the dsOligo
labeled RS2 in the protein-oligo chimera. The PCR products were purified using
NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up kits, from Clontech Laboratories. Usually, 10-12 μg of
dsDNA handles can be prepared at a time using 8x100Μl PCR reactions. The PCR product
was further digested with BpiI enzyme (Thermos Scientific) at 37ºC overnight. BpiI
recognizes the sequence GAAGAC (underlined in forward primers), however, it cuts 2 bp
downstream, leaving a 4 bp non-palindromic sticky overhang. Therefore, even if both
dsDNA handles are generated from the same plasmid or DNA template, BpiI provides the
possibility of having different overhang sequences. The plasmid Pproex-Hta has two
GAAGAC sequences, located ~ 350 bp from each other. The two primer sets used in this
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study were designed to amplify different segments of the template.
2.3.6 Preparation of Short dsDNA Handles
Short dsDNA handles were prepared by annealing two complementary
oligonucleotides of 44 and 40 bases. The forward sequence is 4 bases longer than the
reverse sequence to generate a sticky overhang for ligation with the protein-oligo chimera.
The biotin-modified dsDNA short handle has the forward sequence 5’-PhosphateTCCGGTGCGGATATCTCGGTAGTGGGATACGAC GATACCG and the reverse
sequence is 5’-Biotin-CGGTATCGTCGTATCCCACTACCGAGA TATCCGCAC. This
handle ligates to the dsOligo labeled RS1 in the protein-oligo chimera.
The digoxigenin-modified dsDNA short handle has the forward sequence 5’Phosphate-GTCGTTATCTGGTTTGACAGCTTATCATCGACTGCACGG
reverse

sequence

and

the

5’-digoxigenin-

CCGTGCAGTCGATGATAAGCTGTCAAACCGATCAA. This handle ligates to the
dsOligo labeled RS2 in the protein-oligo chimera. Both oligos were diluted in 2X annealing
buffer (20 Mm Tris, Ph 7.5–8.0, 100 Mm NaCl, 2Mm EDTA) and annealed to a final
concentration of 100 Μm.
2.3.7 Ligation of dsDNA Handles to Protein-Oligo Chimera
Long or short handles can be directly ligated to the protein-oligo chimera. By using
non-palindromic overhang sequences there is no ligation between the handles themselves,
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which otherwise can make a tether in the optical tweezers and decreases the efficiency of
data collection.
Usually, about 150 ng of each dsDNA handle is needed for a 20 Μl ligation. We used
a homemade 10X ligation buffer that consists of 400 Mm Tris-HCl, 100 Mm MgCl2 and 5
Mm ATP (Ph 7.8 at 25°C). The 100 Mm DTT typically seen in commercial ligation buffers
was omitted to prevent the reduction of the disulfide linkage between the protein and
dsOligos. Here, we find that the ideal ligation ratio is 1:1:1 for protein-oligo chimera and
each handle.
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2.4 Optical Tweezers Measurements
The ligation product was diluted ~ 1000-fold in DNA crosslinking buffer. We then
take 1 L of the diluted ligation product and mix it with 3 Μl of 3.1 μm polystyrene beads
(Spherotech) coated with anti-digoxigenin antibodies for 5 min at room temperature. The
sample is further diluted to 1 Ml before applying it to the optical tweezers.
All data was collected in a MiniTweezers.128 The optical tweezer experiments were
performed in DNA crosslinking buffer in a temperature-controlled room at 23 ºC. In those
experimental conditions with saturated Camp, 0.5 Mm Camp is added in the DNA
crosslinking buffer. A 2.1 μm bead coated with streptavidin (termed SA bead) is trapped on
the tip of a micropipette, whereas the AD bead conjugated with the sample is trapped in
the optical trap. To form a single tether, the AD bead in the optical trap was moved towards
the SA beads on the micropipette tip. A single tether is confirmed by observing
overstretching of the DNA handles at ~ 65 Pn.129 Force-ramp data was collected at a
sampling rate of 200 Hz and a pulling speed of 77 nm/s. The tether stiffness, expressed in
units of Pn/s, is related to the loading rate (Pn/s) and pulling velocity (nm/s) the following
Equation (9):
𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

(9)

Unfolding force distributions in each force extension curves (FEC) were fit to the nonequilibrium model of Dudko et al.130 We also determined the position fluctuations (mean
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± standard deviation) for each dsDNA handle length as a function of force, from 4Pn to 20
Pn. The position fluctuation was obtained from five different tethers. Data was collected in
two modes:
Force ramp experiments: To mechanically manipulate the target protein construct, we
moved the AD bead in the optical trap away and towards the SA bead on the micropipette
tip, which results in force-extension curves. The experiment was conducted at a constant
pulling velocity of 75 nm s-1, with a 10 second refolding time at 2 Pn. Data was collected
at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Each protein construct in each experimental condition was
collected with 600 – 1200 trajectories in 6-12 different molecules. Rupture forces
representing the cooperative unfolding of one or more protein domains and their associated
extension changes were analyzed using a custom-built program implemented in MATLAB
software. Unfolding force probability distributions obtained from force-extension curves
were transformed to folded state lifetimes as a function of force and analyzed using the
methodology described by Dudko et al130,131.)
Force clamp experiments: The protein was stretched and then held at a desired constant
force using constant-force feedback loop. Changes in position at a particular force were
recorded at a frequency of 500 Hz for the R241A mutant and 1000 Hz for the wild type
protein. The data from force clamp experiments was analyzed using a Bayesian Hidden
Markov Model (BHMM) approach132,133.
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2.5 Optical Tweezers Data Analysis
2.5.1 Quantitative Analysis of Unfolding and Refolding Force Distribution
The force dependent lifetimes were determined from the unfolding force probability
histograms using the method from Dudko et al130,131. Equation (1) is applied considering
an unfolding force histogram containing N bins of the width F that starts at Fo and ends
at FN = F0 + NF. Let the number of counts in the ith bin be Ci, resulting in a height hi =
Ci/(NtotF) with Ntot equal to the total number of counts and where k = 1, 2,…
𝜏(𝐹0 + (𝑘 − 1⁄2)Δ𝐹) =

(ℎ𝑘 ⁄2+∑𝑁
𝑖=𝑘+1 ℎ𝑖 )ΔF
ℎ𝑘 𝐹̇ +(𝐹0 _(𝑘−1⁄2)Δ𝐹

(10)

where 𝐹̇ is the force loading rate and τ is the force dependent lifetime. In order to extract
the force dependent lifetimes from the folding force histograms, we used the following
equation122:
τ(F) = 𝜏0 (1 −

𝑣𝐹𝛥𝑥 ǂ
𝛥𝐺 ǂ

1−1/𝑣

)

𝑒

−𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝛥𝐺 ǂ [1−(1−𝑣𝐹𝛥𝑥 ǂ /𝛥𝐺 ǂ )

1/𝑣

]

(11)

where o represents the folded lifetime of the protein in the absence of force; F is the force;
xǂ is the distance to the transition state from the folded to the unfolded state. kB is
the Boltzmann constant; and T is the absolute temperature. Gǂ is the free-energy of
activation in the absence of external force.  is the scaling factor that specifies the
nature of the underlying free-energy landscape. Since the lifetime showed a liner
behavior where  = 1, the equation (1) was simplified to Bell’s model. The unfolding
force probability distribution was fitted using the same fitting parameter (o and xǂ)
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to the following equation131:
𝑝(F) =

(KV)−1

𝑘(𝐹)𝑒

𝑘0 /∆𝑥 ǂ 𝐾𝑉

×𝑒

−[

1
𝑘(𝐹)
𝑣𝐹∆𝑥ǂ 1−
][1−(
) 𝑣]
ǂ
ǂ
∆𝑥 𝐾𝑉
∆𝐺

(12)

where KV is the force loading rate, k0 is the rate of unfolding at zero force, and k(F)
is equal to:

𝑘(F) = 𝑘0 (1 −

𝑣𝐹∆𝑥 ǂ 1−1
𝑣
∆𝐺 ǂ

)

×𝑒

𝑣𝐹∆𝑥
∆𝐺 ǂ [1−(1−
∆𝐺ǂ

1
ǂ 𝑣

) ]

(13)

2.5.2 Worm-like Chain (WLC) Analysis
The extension of the unfolding rip seen in force-extension curves can be analyzed with
the Worm-like chain (WLC) model129 to determine the number of participating amino acids
in the unfolding reaction. The WLC equation describes the dependence of force on the
molecular extension of a flexible polymer. The resulting force is given by:
F=

𝑘𝐵 𝑇 1
𝑝

𝑥 −2

[4 (1 − 𝐿 )
𝐶

1

𝑥

−4+𝐿 ]
𝐶

(14)

where p is the persistence length of the chain (p = 0.65nm for polypeptides), x is the endto-end extension, and Lc is the contour length (calculated by multiplying the number of
amino acids by 0.365 nm per amino acid). In calculating changes in contour length:
∆Lc = Lc − 𝑑𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑑

(15)

where Lc is the contour length, and dfolded is the end-to-end length between the attachment
points in the folded protein (determined from the high-resolution structure).
Therefore, it is possible to compare the number of amino acids that encompass each
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unfolding reaction under different pulling geometries. By using the WLC model, the
truncated CNB-A domain (residues 110-243) has an expected change in contour length of
(ΔLc) of 42.8 nm (124 residues × 0.365 nm per residue – 1.89 nm (the distance between
residue 110 and 243 in the folded protein)). Since the position 120 is the first structured
residue in the CNB-A domain, the total unfolded residue number is 243 – 120 + 1 = 124
instead of 134. In the case of the truncated CNB-B domain (residues 243-376), the expected
ΔLc = 48.0nm (134 residues × 0.365 nm per residue – 3.26 nm (the distance between
residue 243 and 376 in the folded protein, holoenzyme structure, PDB code: 2QCS10).
2.5.3 Implementation of Monte-Carlo Simulation
The dynamic trajectory of a single tether was carried out by stochastic Monte-Carlo
simulations125,134. Briefly, simulations were performed by discretization of simulation time
into small units ∆t, such that transition probabilities within a given time step were < 0.05.
For our simulations, ∆t was chosen to be 5 ms, therefore our simulation was sampled at
200 Hz. Within each time step, iteration of the following processes permitted physical
simulation of polymer unfolding:
(1) Calculation of force-extension for worm-like chains in series: For each polymer unit in
the tension chain (i.e. DNA and protein), a force-extension curve is calculated to relate
the polymer unit’s fractional extension to applied forces between 0 and 20 Pn. At each
force, the total extension of the tension chain is the sum of the products of fractional
extension and contour length for each polymer unit within the tension chain. Parameters
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for worm-like chain calculations are provided in a separate paragraph below.
(2) Stretching of worm-like chains in series: At each time step, the tension force exerted
by the polymer chain is balanced by the pulling force exerted by the optical trap plus a
random fluctuating force (𝐹⃗ ): 𝐹⃗chain (𝑡) + 𝐹⃗trap (𝑡) + 𝜉⃗(𝑡) = 0, where ∆(t) is a random
number chosen from a zero-mean normal distribution with standard deviation 𝜎 =
√2 𝑘B 𝑇 𝛾0 /∆𝑡 . The Stokes’ drag coefficient, 𝛾0 = 6𝜋𝑟𝜂, was calculated as a
spherical 2.1–µm diameter bead with radius, 𝑟 = 1.05 µm, in a medium with dynamic
viscosity, 𝜂 = 1 Cp. The solution to the above force equation was solved numerically
at each time step, which also by extension directly calculated the total extension of
tension chain and position of the bead in the trap.
(3) Protein unfolding transition probabilities: If protein unit A in the tension chain is
folded, it is converted to an unfolded state with probability 𝑃(𝐴) = 𝑘𝐴 exp [𝐹(𝑡)Δ𝑥𝐴‡ /
𝑘𝐵 𝑇]. Similarly, if protein unit B in the tension chain is folded, it is converted to an
unfolded state with probability 𝑃(𝐵) = 𝑘𝐵 exp [𝐹(𝑡)Δ𝑥𝐵‡ /𝑘𝐵 𝑇].
(4) Movement of the trapped bead: The trapped bead is held in an optical trap with
Hookean spring constant, 𝜅 = 0.075 Pn/nm. Throughout the simulation, the trap
position is moved at a rate of 𝑣 = 75 nm/s, therefore at each time step, the trap
position is incremented by 𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑣∆𝑡.
(5) Time evolution: Simulation time t was incremented by Δ𝑡.
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(6) Worm-like chain and other parameters used in simulations. Worm-like chain and
parameters used in simulations: 700 bp of DNA was simulated with a persistence length
of PDNA = 50 nm, and the unfolded domains with contour lengths L(length ∆Lc CNB-A)
= 46 nm and L(∆Lc CNB-B) = 52 nm for the CNB-A and CNB-B domains, respectively,
had a persistence length of Punf = 0.65 nm. The zero-force protein lifetime for 1,600 s
for CNB-A domain, and 1,100 s for the CNB-B domain, leading to zero-force unfolding
rates of 𝑘𝐴 = 6.25 × 10−4 s-1, and 𝑘𝐵 = 9.09 × 10−4 s-1. The distances to the
unfolding transition states used were Δ𝑥𝐴‡ = 4.0 nm, and Δ𝑥𝐵‡ = 4.8 nm. See Table
A1 for details.
Discrete time Monte-Carlo simulations were repeated for 2,000 replicates in MATLAB
(MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts), and the features from the resulting stochastic
trajectories were plotted directly.
2.5.4 Bayesian Hidden Markov Model (BHMM) Analysis
We used a Bayesian Hidden Markov Model (BHMM) approach to analyze the optical
tweezers data collected under force-clamp experiments133. The BHMM analysis method
has been previously described and applied in analyzing single molecule trajectories132. The
MATLAB code used for the BHMM approach can be freely obtained at:
http://simtk.org/home/bhmm.
2.5.5 Calculation of Equilibrium Free Energy
Having obtained the lifetimes of the folded (0,F) and unfolded states (0,U) at zero force,
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we estimated the equilibrium free energy of unfolding of each CNB domain using the
following Equation (15):
𝜏

𝑘

∆𝐺 0 = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝑘𝐹→𝑈 = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝜏0,𝑈
𝑈→𝐹

0,𝐹

(15)

where RT = 0.592 kcal/mol. The calculations were done with Type-I and Type-II constructs,
with or without Camp. For the CNB-A domain bound to Camp, 0,F was obtained after the
N3A motif had unfolded (Lc = 30.2 nm), whereas 0,U was obtained for the full-length
protein (Lc = 43.1 nm). Because these two lifetimes represent different kinetic steps in
the unfolding and refolding reactions, and in particular the unfolding reaction does not
consider the energy required to unfold the N3A motif, we can only place a lower boundary
of ΔG0 for the Camp-bound CNB-A domain either as a truncation (Type-I construct) or as
part of the PKA regulatory subunit (Type-II construct). For other conditions (i.e., apo state)
or for the CNB-B domain, the folded and unfolded state lifetimes represented the same
kinetic step and therefore Equation (15) can be directly applied.
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2.6 Contact Map Analysis of Protein Kinase A Regulatory Subunit
Pairwise contact map comparing the interaction established by the N3A motif in the
regulatory subunit for wild type and R241A was analyzed with CMView software.135 The
PDB code used for PKA regulatory subunit is 1RGS. The atomic coordinates of the
simulated R241A structure was provided by Emília Pécora de Barros from the Amaro lab
at UCSD. The contact map is based on C atoms using a cutoff distance of 8 Å. The
CMView software can be freely obtained at:
http://www.bioinformatics.org/cmview/installation.html

2.7 Calculation the Change of Solvent Accessible Surface Areas
The solvent accessible surface areas (ASA) of regulatory subunit bound with Camp
(PDB: 1RGS) and bound with the catalytic subunit (PBD: 2QCS) was calculated. The total
change of ASA is the sum of the change in ASA for every residue in the regulatory subunit.
The online calculation resources can be freely accessed at:
http://curie.utmb.edu/getarea.html136
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2.8 Molecular Dynamics and Steered Molecular Dynamic Simulation
MD and SMD simulation were performed with NAMD (v2.12).137 The CHARMM27
force field138 was used for the protein and counterions and the TIP3P139 for water.
Parameters for cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) were obtained with the
CHARMM general force field (CGenFF).140 The cAMP-bound state was modeled starting
from the X-ray structure (PDB code: 1RGS26) The apo state was obtained by removing
cAMP from both the binding sites. Regulatory subunit of protein kinase A (PKA) with and
without cAMP were solvated in a cubic box of 90 Å side. Systems included 24,200 water
molecules and counterions were added to guarantee charge neutrality. The bonds between
hydrogens and heavy atoms were constrained with the SHAKE algorithm141. The r-RESPA
multiple time step method142 was employed where long-range electrostatic interactions are
updated every 4 fs, and all the other interactions every 2 fs. Periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) were used and the long-range electrostatics was treated with the particle-meshEwald (PME) method143 using a grid of 81×81×81. The cut off for non-bonded interactions
was set to 10 Å, and the switching function was applied to smoot interactions between 9
and 10 Å. Simulations were conducted in the NPT ensemble. Temperature was set to 310
K through a Langevin thermostat144 and pressure was set to 1 atm through a isotropic
Langevin piston manostat145. The systems were first minimized (2000 steps of conjugate
gradient) and equilibrated for 800 ps with the atoms of protein restrained to their initial
positions. Production runs for both systems where 230 ns long. The holo structure at 90 ns
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was used to model the R241A mutant. The R241A mutant with cAMP was minimized and
equilibrated as above and production runs was 200 ns long.
RMSD was evaluated over the C atoms considering all residues between 119 and 370,
excluding the six residues of the unstructured N- and C-terminal tails. RMSD based
clustering over C atoms was performed in the last 50 ns of simulation employing the
hierarchical algorithm as implemented in Wordom146 and a threshold of 2 Å. The potential
interaction energy, consisting of the sum of the Lennard-Jones term and the real part of the
electrostatic interaction, between the protein domains was evaluated post processing the
last 50 ns of the trajectory using the same parameters used to perform the standard
simulations.
SMD147 simulations were performed starting from a set of conformations from the
production phase. In particular, four conformations for each the cAMP-bound and apo
states were selected from the last 50 ns of the simulation. For each selected conformation,
the protein was centered into the box and rotated to place the C atoms of the first and the
last residue along the x-axis. To take in account the elongation of the protein during the
pulling, the box was enlarged, by adding water molecules along the x direction, by 170 Å.
Finally, the box for SMDs was 260×90×90 Å3 and the grid for the PME set to 256×81×
81. The solvent was equilibrated for 400 ps harmonically restraining the protein in its
original conformation and another 400 ps during which the restraints were progressively
turned off. All SMDs were conducted in the NPT ensemble by using the same parameters
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employed to carried out the MD simulations. The final conformations were then used as
starting point for the SMD simulations. The SMDs were performed by restraining the C
atom of the first residue to its initial coordinates and applying the pulling constant velocity
to a dummy atom attached via a virtual spring to the C atom of last residue: the spring
constant was set to 0.5 kcal mol-1 Å-2 and the pulling velocity was set to 2.5 Å·ns-1 along
the x direction. Force as a function of the extension was averaged over each set of four
SMD simulations. Clusters analysis was also performed the four unfolding trajectories for
each apo and cAMP-bound states. The same SMD protocol was used also for the mutant
R241A. However, because for R214A interactions between protein and cAMP are lost
during equilibration, forced unfolding occurs like in the apo state and only one simulation
was performed.
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CHAPTER III: RESULTS
3.1 Expression and Purification of Protein Kinase A Constructs
The PKA construct was expressed and purified followed by the methods discussed
in Chap 2.2. Two representative 12% SDS gels (Figure 3.1a-b) showed the successful
purification of isolated CNB domain and R subunit. Lane 1 is the cell expression after an
overnight IPTG induction. Lane 2 shows the resuspended supernatant before applying onto
the cAMP-resin. Lane 3 is the first elution and Lane 4 is a representative size-exclusion
fraction sample. From the SDS gel, a relatively strong band at molecular weight <~20 kDa
can be observed in Lane 1 and Lane 2 (Figure 3.1a). Lane 3 and Lane 4 clearly shows one
single strong band with the expected molecular weight < ~20 kDa, which matches the
calculated molecular weight of CNB-A domain (~16 kDa). Similarly for regualtory subunit,
the single strong bands observed in Lane 3 and Lane 4 (Figure 3.1b) at <~ 37 kDa matches
the calculated molecular weight of the R subunit (~32 kDa). Both gels clearly indicate the
PKA constructs can be specifically purified via the cAMP-resin and can be clearly
visualized in the SDS page. The elution was then injected into the size exclusion
chromatography for removing the potential aggregation and excess cGMP (Figure 3.1c-d).
From the elution profile, aggregation was eluted first between 40 ~ 50 mL. CNB-A domain
was eluted at ~ 94 mL whereas the regulatory subunit was eluted ~ 86 mL. The last peak
with intense absorbance corresponds to cGMP. Both the CNB domain and regulatory
subunit can be successfully purified with high purity and adequate yield.
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Figure 3.1 Purification of Protein Kinase A constructs. a, Purification of CNB-A
domain. b, Purification of R subunit. Lane 1: cell expression after IPTG induction. Lane 2:
the resuspended suspernant before applying to the cAMP-resin. Lane 3: elution 1. Lane 4:
a representative sample from size exclusion elution. The 12% SDS page was stained with
Coomassie blue. c-d, The elution profile of CNB-A domain and R subunit, respectively.
The first peak (~45 mL) corresponds to the protein aggregation. The last peak with high
intensity corresponds to cGMP. CNB-A domain was eluted ~ 94 mL and R subunit was
eluted ~ 86 mL.
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3.2 Integrated Method to Attach DNA Handles and Functionally Selection
The purified PKA constructs were modified with dsDNA handles for mechanical
manipulation in optical tweezers. Here, I am showing that attaching the dsDNA handles to
the type-I isolated CNB-A domain using the functional selection method described in
Chapter 2.3 as an example.
3.2.1 High Yield Production of a Protein-Oligo Chimera
Two cysteine residues were engineered into the CNB-A domain at positions 110 and
243. Thiol-modified double-stranded oligos (referred as dsOligos) were attached to the
cysteine-modified protein via disulfide bond linkage. The intense upper band demonstrates
that the majority of the protein is covalently modified with two dsOligos (Figure 3.2a). The
high yield of formation of the protein-oligo chimera can be attributed to the high
concentration of all the reactants, which were about 200 μM. Given that the CNB-A
reacted with two dsOligos with unique restriction sites (RS1 and RS2) in equimolar
concentrations, it is expected that 50% of molecules in the protein-oligo chimera sample is
modified with the required configuration for optical tweezers, namely, one dsOligo with
RS1 corresponding to the biotin-modified handle, and one dsOligo with RS2 corresponding
to the digoxigenin-modified handle. Other species present in the sample may have either
two RS1 or two RS2, but are unable to form a tether between the two beads in the optical
tweezers set-up.
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Figure 3.2 Monitoring the dsDNA handle attachment reaction and functional
selection of the cyclic nucleotide binding domain A. a, 5′-Thiolmodified dsOligos were
attached to the CNB-A. (b) The protein-oligo chimera was functionally selected and eluted
from a cAMP-coupled agarose using a step-wise gradient concentration of cAMP: 0.02
mM, 0.2 mM, 2 mM and 20 mM. (c) The selected protein-oligo chimera was ligated with
long (370 bp) or short (30 bp) dsDNA handles modified with digoxigenin (green square)
and biotin (orange circle). All gels are native acrylamide gels stained with ethidium
bromide. Dashed lines correspond to gel areas or lanes that were empty and thus cropped
from the original gels for visual simplicity. e-f, Complete images of electrophoresis results.
d, 5’ thiol-modified dsOligos were attached to the CNB-A. 15% native acrylamide gel
stained with EtBr. Lane 1: GeneRuler ultra Low range DNA ladder (Thermo Fisher). Lane
2: dsOligo control marker. Lane 3 and 4: empty. Lane 5: 5X dilution of 1uL from the
dsOligo attachment reaction. Lane 6: 1uL from the dsOligo attachment reaction (due to the
high efficiency of the reaction, the overexposure cannot be avoided). f, The protein-oligo
chimera was functionally selected and eluted from a cAMP-coupled agarose using an
increasing concentration of cAMP: 0.02 mM, 0.2 mM, 2 mM and 20 mM. 15% native
acrylamide gel stained with EtBr. Lane 1: GeneRuler ultra Low range dna ladder (Thermo
Fisher). Lane 2: 1uL of supernatant after binding with cAMP-coupled agarose resin
(unreacted dsOligo). Lane 3: 1uL of Wash 1 containing unreacted dsOligo. Lane 4: 1uL of
Wash 2 containing unreacted dsOligo. Lane 5: 1uL of Wash 3 containing unreacted dsOligo.
Lane 6: 1uL of Wash 4 containing unreacted dsOligo. (Figure legends continued in next
page)
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(Figure legend continued from previous page) Lane 7: Empty. Lane 8: Elution 1 with cAMP
concentration of 0.02 mM. Lane 9: Elution 2 with cAMP concentration of 0.2 mM. Lane
10: Elution 3 with cAMP concentration of 2 mM. Lane 11: Elution 4 with cAMP
concentration of 20 mM. g, The selected protein-oligo chimera was ligated with long (370
bp) or short (30 bp) dsDNA handles modified with digoxigenin and biotin. 5% native
acrylamide gel stained with EtBr. Lane 1: 100 bp DNA ladder (NEB). Lane 2: protein-oligo
chimera only. Lane 3: protein-oligo chimera ligated with long dsDNA handles. Lane 4:
protein-oligo chimera ligated with short dsDNA handles.

3.2.2 Selection of Functional Proteins for Optical Tweezers Experiments
After crosslinking the dsOligos to the CNB-A, we performed a functional selection
step using a homemade cAMP-coupled agarose. To study protein-ligand interactions with
optical tweezers, we obtained samples in the unliganded and cAMP-bound conformations.
This is achieved by eluting the protein-oligo chimera from the cAMP-coupled agarose
using a broad range of cAMP concentrations that covered three orders of magnitude, from
0.02 mM to 20 mM (Figure 3.2b). Since the final sample is diluted 106–107 times before
applying it to the optical tweezers, the cAMP concentration of the sample eluted with
[cAMP] = 0.02 mM is in the picomolar range, which is below the dissociation constant
(Kd ~3 nM)32, 33. Likewise, the sample eluted with [cAMP] = 20 mM has a final cAMP
concentration in the nanomolar range, and can be used to study the protein in the cAMPbound state.
After the functional selection step, the protein-oligo chimera was ligated with modified
dsDNA handles that contain complementary overhangs. Because the ligation step occurs
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after the covalent modification of the target protein, the dsDNA handles can be tailored to
a specific length. Shown in Figure 3.2c are the ligations using two handle lengths: 370 bp
and 70 bp dsDNA handles.
3.2.3 Single Molecule Data with Functionally Selected Proteins is More Homogeneous
and Reproducible
Previous studies have used electroelution or affinity purification using a histag to
remove competing species that can form a tether in the optical tweezers, i.e., species made
with two thiol-modified handles but with no protein.110,111 The functional selection step
used in this study not only removed competing species but also selects for protein
molecules that are ligand-binding competent after attaching dsDNA handles. For the CNBA, we find that as much as 10-40% of the sample is unable to bind the cAMP-resin after
attaching the thiol-modified oligos. This percentage, however, varies between PKA
constructs or mutants (data not shown).
To compare samples that were functionally selected with samples that were purified by
electroelution, we used optical tweezers to generate force-extension curves of the
unliganded CNB-A (Figure 3.3a). The functional selective sample was eluted with 0.02
mM cAMP and was diluted 106-107 times before applying it to optical tweezers, which can
be treated as unliganded state. Without the functional selection step, we observed that the
CNB-A unfolded in either one or two steps, and in a wide force range between 4-25 pN
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(Figure 3.3b, top). In contrast, protein molecules that were functionally selected always
displayed a single unfolding transition in a narrow force range between 5-10 pN (Figure
3.3b, bottom). In fact, unfolding events of functionally selected proteins had a change in
contour length upon unfolding (Lc) of 45 ± 3 nm (mean ± standard deviation) that
matched the expected contour length increase based on the Worm Like Chain model
(WLC)129 (CNB-A: 133 amino acids × 0.365 nm – 2 nm (folded distance) = 46.5 nm)
(Figure 3.3c). Protein molecules that were electroeluted showed 40% of the time single
unfolding events that matched the expected WLC, indicating that a large fraction of protein
molecules was not properly folded. These misfolded or damaged protein can be originated
from electroelution or handle attachment. However, the functional selection can eliminate
this issue in one additional purification step.
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Figure 3.3 Single molecule experiments with the CNB-A. (a) Schematic representation
of the optical tweezers experimental set-up. (b) Representative force-extension curves of
the CNB-A in the unliganded state. Protein samples were purified by functional selection
(top panel) and by electro-elution (bottom panel). (c) Change in extension upon unfolding
vs. force for functionally selected (blue) and electro-eluted (orange) samples. The gray
dashed line shows the theoretical Worm Like Chain (WLC) model of the unfolded CNBA, using a contour length of 46.5 nm and a folded distance of 2 nm.
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3.2.4 Mechanical Fingerprints of the Cyclic Nucleotide Binding domain A in the
Absence and Presence of cAMP
Force-extension curves obtained in the absence and presence of cAMP showed
important differences (Figure 3.4a). The unfolding force distribution for the unliganded
CNB-A had a maximum at ~ 9 pN, whereas for the cAMP-bound state the unfolding force
distribution peaked at ~ 18 pN (Figure 3.4b). Clearly, the additional interactions established
between the cyclic nucleotide binding pocket and cAMP have a profound effect on the
mechanical stabilization of the CNB-A.26
To further dissect the effect of cAMP binding to the CNB-A, we used the method
developed by Dudko et al.130 to transform the unfolding force distributions into folded state
lifetimes as a function of force (Figure 3.4c). This analysis enabled us to determine the
unfolding rate (inverse of the folded state lifetime) extrapolated to zero force (kunf) and the
distance to the transition state (Δx‡). For the unliganded state, we obtained kunf = 4.6·10-4
s-1 and Δx‡ = 4.1 nm. Interestingly, the observed Δx‡ is similar to those reported for proteins
in the molten globule state,96 suggesting that the CNB-A conformation in the unliganded
state is deformable against mechanical force. For the cAMP-bound state we observed that
kunf is 5 times lower (8.3·10-5 s-1) while Δx‡ is almost two times shorter (2.4 nm). This
indicates that cAMP binding not only decreases the rate of unfolding of the CNB-A but
also makes the protein more brittle and likely more compact.
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Figure 3.4 Kinetic analysis of cyclic nucleotide binding domain A and cAMP
interactions. a, Representative force-extension curve of the CNB-A in the absence (left)
and in the presence of [cAMP] = 0.5 mM (right). b, Unfolding force probability distribution
for the CNB-A in the absence (light blue, N = 1157) and in the presence of cAMP (dark
blue, N = 829). The solid line represents the unfolding force distribution reconstructed from
the force-dependent lifetime. c, Folded state lifetimes ( τ folded) as a function of force
extracted from the unfolding force distributions in the absence (light blue squares) and
presence of cAMP (dark blue squares). The dashed line corresponds to the fit of Bell’s
model to the force-dependent rates.
Here, I am only showing the response of CNB-A domain to cAMP as an example.
Additional experiments that fully described how the energy landscape of the CNB-A and
R subunit changes upon cAMP binding are described in the later chapter. Importantly, these
two sets of data were obtained from the same sample preparation that was eluted from the
cAMP-coupled agarose with different cAMP concentrations.
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3.2.5 Flexibility of DNA Handle Length for Optical Tweezers Experiments
We characterized the mechanical properties of the CBD-A using long (370 bp) and
short (70 bp) dsDNA handles. The unfolding trajectories with both long and short dsDNA
handles are shown in Figure 5a. Both trajectories show a small rip at ~ 9 pN that
corresponds to the mechanical unfolding of a single CNB-A (Figure 3.5a, inset). The
unfolding force distributions (Figure 3.5b, left) as well as the mean contour length (Figure
3.5b, right) increase upon unfolding were indistinguishable between long and short
handles.
At low forces, we observed that short dsDNA handles have a larger stiffness (0.070
pN/nm) compared to long dsDNA handles (0.063 pN/nm). The larger stiffness likely
contributes to a higher signal-to-noise ratio for short dsDNA handles, especially at forces
below 7 pN (Figure 3.5c). In fact, at forces between 3-5 pN, the fluctuations of long dsDNA
handles are twice as much as the fluctuations for short dsDNA handles. As the force
between the tether increases, the fluctuation difference between long and short dsDNA
handles is narrowed, and completely disappears at forces > 8 pN.
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of mechanical fingerprints and spatial resolution using
variable dsDNA handle lengths. a, Representative force-extension curves of the CBD-A
with long (370 bp, red) and short (30 bp, blue) dsDNA handles. b, Normalized distributions
corresponding to unfolding forces and changes in contour length upon unfolding for the
CBD-A using long (top panel) and short (bottom panel) dsDNA handles. c, The position
fluctuations of long and short dsDNA handles as a function of force.
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3.3 Negligible Domain Interaction in the Absence of cAMP

With the integrated dsDNA handle attachment established, we then proceed to
investigate the allosteric network in the PKA activation. Firstly, we separately tethered
each type of protein construct between two polystyrene beads in the optical tweezers. By
gradually increasing and decreasing the tension across a single protein (“force ramp”
pulling), we observed one or more rips in the resulting force-extension curves that
correspond to unfolding and refolding events, respectively (Figure 3.6a). In the apo state,
the isolated CNB domains unfold at a similar average force, Favg ~ 7-9 pN, and with similar
unfolding kinetic parameters: the lifetime of the folded state extrapolated to zero force, 0,F,
is 1.1-1.6103 s and the distance to the transition state, Δx‡F→U, 4-5 nm (Figure 3.6b and
Table A1)130,131. Analysis of refolding transitions show small differences, wherein the
isolated CNB-A domain has a shorter unfolded state lifetime, 0,U, and a longer Δx‡U→F
compared to the isolated CNB-B domain (Table A1). The selective (type-II constructs) or
simultaneous (type-III construct) mechanical manipulation of the CNB domains in the apo
state showed indistinguishable unfolding and refolding kinetic parameters compared to
their isolated counterparts (Figure 3.6c, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8), indicating that interdomain interactions within the PKA regulatory subunit are negligible in the absence of
cAMP125.
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Figure 3.6 Negligible Domain Interaction in the Absence of cAMP. a, Force-extension
curves for all pulling geometries in the apo state (unfolding in red; refolding in blue). b,
Force-dependent folded state lifetimes and unfolding force probability distribution (inset)
in the apo state. Black lines in insets are the unfolding force distribution reconstructed from
force-dependent lifetimes. c, WLC analysis of changes in extension vs. force for the
isolated Cyclic nucleotide inding domains (top) and for the 1st and 2nd unfolding rips from
the type-III construct (bottom). Dashed lines are the WLC curves for the CNB-A (purple)
and CNB-B domains (blue). Numbering in 1c and 1b is the same as in panel 1a.
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Figure 3.7 WLC Analysis for Type-III constructs. a, Change in extension upon unfolding
vs. force of the two rips observed in the type-III construct. The dashed lines are the
experimentally determined WLC curves for the isolated CNB-A domain (orange, ΔLc = 43
nm) and the CNB-B domain (green, ΔLc = 50 nm). b, The 1st unfolding rip in the type-III
construct is indistinguishable from those obtained using a type-I CNB-B domain. The
dashed line is the experimentally determined WLC curve for the CNB-B domain (green,
ΔLc = 50 nm). c, The 2nd rip in the type-III construct is indistinguishable from those
obtained using the type-I CNB-A domain. The dashed line is the experimentally determined
WLC curve for the CNB-A domain (orange, ΔLc = 43 nm).
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Figure 3.8 Unfolding and refolding force probability distributions and associated
force-dependent folded and unfolded state lifetime with and without cAMP. a, CNBA domain in type-I construct in apo state. b, CNB-B domain in type-I construct in apo state.
c, CNB-A domain in type-II construct in apo state. d, CNB-B domain in type-II construct
in apo state. e, CNB-A domain in type-I construct in cAMP-bound state. f, CNB-B domain
in type-I construct in cAMP-bound state. g, CNB-A domain in type-II construct in cAMPbound state. h, CNB-B domain in type-II construct in cAMP-bound states.
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3.4 Implementation of Monte-Carlo Simulations
Monte-Carlos (MC) simulation was used to assess the conclusion that both the CNB
domain unfolds independently in R subunit in the absence of cAMP. The procedure of
Monte-Carlo simulation is described in Chapter 2.5.2. Briefly, CNB-A domain and CNBB domain in R subunit was treated as two independent polymers that linked in series and
tethered by ~750-bp long dsDNA handles at the flanking position. The handle-protein
chimera was treated as polymers that follow Worm-like Chain (WLC) model. The kinetic
parameters we extracted from the mechanical unfolding (Table A1) was used to predict the
behavior of R subunit. N = 559 simulations were performed in order to match the
experimental condition. In agreement with our experimental data, the unfolding the R
subunit in the MC simulation shows a two-step unfolding trajectory (Figure 3.9). The WLC
analysis, unfolding forces distribution, and the force difference histogram follows a similar
pattern generated by the experiments. Noticeably, the preferred unfolding pathway was
also determined by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)-Binomial distribution analysis,
where CNB-B unfolds first (~80%) and followed by the unfolding of CNB-A (Figure 3.9d).
Therefore, the MC simulation confirms our conclusion that the two CNB domains in the R
subunit behave as independent domains in the absence of cAMP, indicating there is
negligible domain interactions.
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Figure 3.9 Monte-Carlo Simulations. a, Experimental data (N=559). (1) Representative
force-extension curve obtained with optical tweezers using the type-III construct. (2) WLC
analysis of changes in extension upon unfolding vs. force for the 1st (blue) and 2nd rips
(orange). The WLC curves were generated using a ΔLc of 43 nm (yellow) and 50 nm (blue)
corresponding to the CNB-A and CNB-B domains, respectively (SI Section 7). (3)
Unfolding force histogram for the 1st and 2nd rips. (4) Unfolding force difference: 2nd rip
minus 1st rip. b, Monte-Carlo simulation (N=559). (1) Simulated force-extension curves of
the type-III construct were obtained using the kinetic parameters from the individual cyclic
nucleotide binding domains (Table A1). (2) WLC analysis of the 1st (blue) and 2nd rips
(orange) extracted from the simulated force-extension curves. (3) Simulated unfolding
force histogram for the 1st and 2nd rips. (4) Simulated unfolding force difference: 2nd rip
minus 1st rip. f, (1) The Monte-Carlo simulation revealed the identity of the each cyclic
nucleotide binding domain in the plot of changes in extension vs. force. Data for the CNBB domain is in blue and corresponds to the 1st rip in 80% of all simulated trajectories. Data
for the CNB-A domain is in purple. (2) Simulated unfolding force difference between
cyclic nucleotide binding domains: CNB-A minus CNB-B. g, Cartoon representing the
unfolding pathway of the type-III construct reconstructed from the Monte-Carlo simulation.
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3.5 Asymmetric Domain Stabilization Effects Triggered by cAMP Reshape the
Folding Energy Landscape

In contrast to the results obtained in the apo state, the presence of cAMP revealed
important differences between the two CNB domains. The unfolding force of the isolated
CNB-B domain increases to Favg = 12.0 ± 1.0 pN (Figure 3.10a, N = 648), resulting in a ~
30-fold increase of 0,F (Figure 3.10c and Table A2). For the isolated CNB-A domain, Favg
= 17.4 ±2.0 pN (Figure 3.10e, N = 785) and 0,F increases by a factor of ~ 7 (Figure 3.10f).
The kinetic stabilization conferred by cAMP is also observed during the refolding reaction;
both CNB domains had a ~ 4-fold decrease in 0,U (Figure 3.7).

Having characterized each isolated CNB domain, we studied inter-domain interactions
triggered by cAMP using type-II constructs. We find that both CNB domains were
stabilized by the presence of their counterpart when bound to the cyclic nucleotide (Figure
3.10a-f). Interestingly, the magnitude of stabilization was asymmetric (Table A2): The
CNB-A domain stabilizes the CNB-B domain by an additional ~ 8 pN, resulting in Favg =
19.7 ±1.6 pN (N = 1518) and a 4-fold increase in 0,F. The presence of the CNB-B domain
induces a mechanical stabilization to the CNB-A domain of ~ 3 pN, resulting in Favg = 20.3
± 1.4 pN (N = 1152) and a 160-fold increase in 0. In the refolding reaction, the presence
of the neighboring domain is highly asymmetric, decreasing 0,U by 150-fold and 10-fold
to the CNB-B and CNB-A domains, respectively (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.10 Selective allosteric effects initiated by cAMP binding. Force-extension
curves (a, d), unfolding force probability distributions (b, e), and force-dependent folded
state lifetimes (c, f) for the CNB-B (top) and CNB-A (bottom) domains. Numbering
corresponds to the isolated cyclic nucleotide binding domains in the apo (1) or cAMPbound states (2), and selective unfolding of the cyclic nucleotide binding domains bound
to cAMP (3). The red arrow in panel 2d indicates the unfolding of the N3A motif. g,
Structural alignment of the CNB-A (light purple) and CNB-B (dark blue) domains bound
to cAMP (red). h, Energy landscape and free energy of the cyclic nucleotide binding
domains due to cAMP binding and inter-domain contacts. The height of the energy barriers
reflects the folded and unfolded state lifetimes of the cyclic nucleotide binding domains in
the different states. The energy landscape has been normalized to the unfolded state (Tables
A1-2).
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Having obtained the lifetimes of the folded (0,F) and unfolded states (0,U) at zero force
for type-I and type-II constructs (Table A1-2), we dissected the contribution of cAMP
binding and inter-domain contacts to the equilibrium free energy and folding energy
landscape of each CNB domain was calculated using the Equation (15) described in
Chapter 2.5.5. We found that cAMP binding stabilizes the CNB-B domain from 7.6
kcal/mol to 10.4 kcal/mol, and the presence of the neighboring cAMP-bound CNB-A
domain provides another 3.2 kcal/mol. We estimate that cAMP binding stabilizes the CNBA domain from 9.4 kcal/mol to 11.5 kcal/mol, and inter-domain interactions confer an
additional 4.4 kcal/mol (Tables A1-2). The stabilities estimated in this study for the isolated,
cAMP bound CNB domain are in agreement with previous bulk studies.69,148,149
Altogether, these results illustrate that the minor structural differences between the two
CNB domains (r.m.s.d. = 1.2 Å between C atoms, Figure 3.10g) do not reflect the
important differences in the folding energy landscape response to cAMP binding and interdomain contacts (Figure 3.10h). In fact, our results show that cAMP binding induces
specific but coordinated effects, wherein the CNB-B domain stabilizes the folded state of
the CNB-A domain, and the CNB-A domain destabilizes the unfolded state of the CNB-B
domain. Therefore, the cAMP-dependent communications between the CNB domains is
bidirectional and asymmetric, highlighting a unique role for each domain in the activation
mechanism of PKA.
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3.6 Identification of a cAMP-Responsive Dynamic Switch

We hypothesized that changes in contour length upon unfolding (Lc) might also
reveal important differences in the native folded structures of the CNB domains upon
binding cAMP. While the mechanical unfolding of the CNB-B domain in all three types of
constructs had a Lc of ~ 50 nm, corresponding to a fully folded domain (Table A2), the
CNB-A domain displayed a more complex behavior. The isolated CNB-A domain in the
apo state had the expected Lc of 45 nm based on the crystal structure10. However, the
value of Lc decreased to 30 ± 3 nm in the presence of cAMP, indicating that a region of
the domain was destabilized upon ligand binding (Table A2).

We sought to identify which region or secondary structures of the CNB-A domain
become unstable upon cAMP binding. The structure of the CNB-A domain is composed
of a -sandwich fold that forms the cAMP binding pocket, and three N-terminal -helices
termed N3A motif.10,26 The N3A motif contains ~ 30 amino acids, which matches the
amount of polypeptide that became unstable after cAMP binding. To test whether the N3A
motif is destabilized by cAMP binding, we used two distinct type-III constructs, one with
DNA handles attached at residue positions flanking both CNB domains entirely
(S110C/S376C) and another construct with handles flanking both CNB domains except the
N3A motif (D149C/S376C). The two constructs displayed two major unfolding rips
corresponding to the CNB domains, but only the unfolding trajectory of the S110C/S376C
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construct revealed a small, reversible transition at ~ 11 pN with a ΔLc of 13 nm (Figure
3.11). The lack of such small transition in the D149C/S376C construct, which does not
directly probe the N3A motif, provides evidence that the secondary structures in the CNBA domain that become unstable upon cAMP binding correspond to the N3A motif.

Figure 3.11 Identification of the N3A motif via S110C/S376C and D149C/S376C
constructs. a, Force-extension curve of type-III constructs with DNA handles at residue
positions S110C/S376C (left) and D149C/S376C (right). Curves were obtained with cAMP.
b, WLC analysis of changes in extension upon unfolding vs. force obtained for
S110C/S376C (left) and D149C/S376C (right). The WLC curves (dashed lines) were
obtained using a Lc of 13 nm (for the N3A motif), 31 nm (for the CNB-A domain) and
50 nm (for the CNB-B domain). The D149C/S376C does not show a transition
corresponding to the N3A motif. c, Combined plot of changes in extension upon unfolding
vs. force obtained for S110C/S376C and D149C/S376C.
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3.7 Assigning the Structures of the Unfolding Intermediates in Type-III Constructs
Regulatory Subunit Bound to cAMP
We use the WLC model129 to generate a force versus extension upon unfolding plot
from type-III (S110C/S376C) trajectories (Figure 3.12). Three WLC curves were generated
using a ∆Lc of 13 nm (1st rip), 50 nm (2nd rip) and 31 nm (3rd rip). A similar WLC analysis
of the truncated CNB-A and CNB-B domains (type I constructs) bound to cAMP matched
the 3rd and 2nd larger rips observed in the type-III S110C/S376C regulatory subunit,
respectively. This result indicates that the 2nd rip is due to the unfolding of CNB-B domain
while the 3rd rip is originated from the CNB-A domain. Based on the comparison between
the type-III S110C/S376C and D149C/S376C constructs (Figure 3.11), the 1st rip
corresponds to the N3A motif. The CNB-B domain as part of the regulatory subunit has a
longer ∆Lc (50 nm) compared to its truncated counterpart (47 nm), likely due to the
simultaneous unfolding the CNB-B domain and the B/C helix, which altogether
incorporates residues 232 to 376. The distribution of measured contour lengths for the
CNB-B domain construct either as a truncation or as part of the regulatory subunit have
the expected contour length.
We sought to refine the identity of the secondary structures associated with each
unfolding intermediate (or unfolding rip) in the type-III S110C/S376C regulatory subunit.
Based on the cAMP-bound high-resolution structure of regulatory subunit (PDB: 1RGS26),
we mapped the observed rip for each unfolding intermediate to a particular secondary
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structure using the following Equation (17)150,151:
𝐷
𝐷
∆𝐿𝐶 = (𝑛 + 1) × 𝐿𝑎𝑎 − (𝑋𝑚:𝑁→𝐶
− 𝑋𝑚+𝑛:𝑁→𝐶
)

(17)

ΔLc describes the actual change in contour length of each unfolding intermediate (in
nm). n is the number of residues involved during the transition and Laa is the contour length
increment per amino acid (0.365nm/aa). The second term in Equation (7) is the shift in the
distance between the last structured residue at the N-terminus (residue position “m”) and
the last structured residue after the unfolding event occurs (residue position “m+n”). X is
the folded distance (D) from N-terminus to C-terminus (N → C) accounting from residue
number m or m+n, which are determined from the crystal structure.
The positions giving the lowest root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) values from the
WLC fit (Figure 3.12e, star) are the optimal residues incorporated in each unfolding
intermediate. The 1st rip corresponds to residues 110 to 149, the 2nd rip corresponds to
residues 233 to 376, and the 3rd rip corresponds to residues 150 to 232. These assignments
corroborate the experimental comparisons among the truncated CNB domains, and the
type-III construct D149C/S376C and S110C/S376C. Each unfolding intermediate was map
onto a topological representation of the regulatory subunit topology (Figure 3.12e).
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Figure 3.12 Assignment of unfolding intermediate for type-III construct in cAMPbound state. a, WLC plot of type-III construct (S110C/S376C) with cAMP. The WLC
curves (dashed lines) were obtained using a Lc of 13 nm (for the N3A motif, yellow), 31
nm (for the CNB-A domain, purple) and 50 nm (for the CNB-B domain, blue). b, WLC
analysis (using ΔLc = 31 nm) of the changes in extension upon unfolding for the CNB-A
domain in the regulatory subunit (type-III construct) overlaid with the data obtained with
the isolated CNB-A domain (type-I construct). c, WLC analysis (using ΔLc = 47 and 50
nm) of the changes in extension upon unfolding for the CNB-B domain in the regulatory
subunit (type-III construct, dark blue symbols) overlaid with the data obtained with the
isolated CNB-B domain (type-I construct, light blue symbols). The CNB-B domain in the
regulatory subunit has a longer ΔLc (right panels) likely due to the complete folding of the
B/C helix. d, Mapping the measured ΔLc for each unfolding rip to the corresponding
structural elements of the regulatory subunit. Root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) of the
measured extension changes from the predicted WLC extension change as a function of
the residue position for the 1st rip (yellow) and 2nd rip (red). The residue that gives the
lowest RMSD is labeled with a star. These residues correspond to 149 (1st rip) and 233 (2nd
rip). e, Topology of the regulatory subunit showing the identified structural elements in
each unfolding rip. The 1st rip corresponds to the unfolding of the N3A motif (residues 120149), the 2nd rip corresponds to the CNB-B domain with the BC helix (residues 233-376),
and the 3rd rip corresponds to the CNB-A domain minus the N3A motif (residues 150-233).
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3.8 Dual Unfolding Pathways of Protein Kinase A Regulatory Subunit Revealed by
Both Mechanical Unfolding Experiments and Steered Molecular Simulations

From the mechanical unfolding experiments, we observed a distinct unfolding
pathway of R subunit depending on the cAMP occupancy (Figure 3.13a). Our observation
also corroborates with the steered molecular simulation (Figure 3.13b). Standard MD
simulations starting from the X-ray structure reveals that the unbound state (apo) during
the relaxation undergone to a conformational rearrangement involving the loss of
interactions between Trp260 and cAMP docked into CNB-A (Figure 3.14a, b). The cAMPbound state adopted a closer, more compact shape than the apo state (Figure 3.14b). The
compact state results from a more favorable interaction energy between the CNB domains,
being the inter-domain interaction of the cAMP-bound state significantly more stable than
that of the apo state. A set of four steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations starting
from different conformations selected from the MD relaxation of the X-ray structure
(Figure 3.14a) corroborate our experimental observations (see also Movie 1-2). Cluster
analysis performed over the SMD trajectories show that the N3A motif unravels first while
the rest of the CNB domains remained stably folded in their original cAMP-bound
conformation (Figure 3.13b, right). In the absence of cAMP several interdomain
interactions were lost (Figure 3.14c), resulting in the detachment of the two CNB domains
before any secondary structure unfolds, including the N3A motif (Figure 3.13b, left).
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Figure 3. 13 Dual unfolding pathways of protein kinase A regulatory subunit
depending on cAMP occupancy. a, Force-extension curve for the cAMP-free and cAMPbound regulatory subunit (type-III construct). The cartoon represents the structural
transitions occurring during the unfolding trajectory. Zoomed in are the unfolding
trajectories of type-III constructs S110C/S376C and D149C/S376C. A detailed analysis of
the forces for each unfolding transition refer to Table A4. b, Representative structures from
cluster analysis along the SMD trajectories of the cAMP-bound (left) and apo (right)
regulatory subunit. Yellow: N3A motif; Purple: CNB-A; Dark blue: CNB-B domain.
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Figure 3.14 Steered molecular dynamic (SMD) simulations for unfolding pathway of
protein kinase A regulatory subunit. a, Time series of the RMSD from the crystal
structure for the protein kinase A regulatory subunit with (orange) and without cAMP
(gray). Vertical dotted lines indicate the frames used as starting points for SMD simulations.
b, Representative structure of the most populated clusters in the last 50 ns of MD
simulations with (orange) and without cAMP (gray); highlighted W260 interacting with
cAMP docked in the binding site of the CNB-A domain. In the apo state, the lack of the
interaction between cAMP and W260 and the absence of cAMP in the CNB-B binding site
promotes conformational rearrangement of the  helix (green) causing a reciprocal
orientation of the domains. c. Force-extension profiles for all the SMD simulations with
(orange) and without cAMP (gray). Cluster analysis over selected structures (light green
shaded areas) was used to characterize the most probable conformations along the
trajectories. Yellow: N3A motif; Purple: CNB-A; Dark blue: CNB-B domain.
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3.9 Conformational Switching of the N3A Motif Requires Integrity of Inter-Domain
Contacts

In contrast to the results obtained with the isolated cAMP-bound CNB-A domain,
the type-III S110C/S376C construct show that the N3A motif is properly folded in the
context of the entire regularly subunit. Moreover, a close inspection of trajectories obtained
with the selective manipulation of the cAMP-bound CNB-A domain (type-II construct)
revealed a two-step unfolding process instead of a single rip (Figure 3.10, red arrow). The
additional rip had a Lc of ~ 13 nm, similar to that of the N3A motif. These observations
indicate that the CNB-B domain enables the refolding of the N3A motif in the presence of
cAMP.

Because our optical tweezers assay permitted to control the sequence of events in
the unfolding reaction, we used the type-III S110C/S376C construct to determine whether
the N3A motif can refold while the CNB-B domain remains in the unfolded state (Figure
3.15a). In this experiment, we applied a force up to 15 pN to unfold both the N3A motif
and the CNB-B domain, but not the CNB-A domain. The unique, reversible transition of
the N3A motif indicates that this motif hops between the folded and unfolded states in the
force range of 10-12 pN. The force was then decreased to 5 pN to maintain the CNB-B
domain in the unfolded state (refolding transitions begin at forces < 2 pN). After ten or
more pulling and relaxation cycles between 5-15 pN, we did not observe any small,
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reversible transitions at ~ 11 pN, which would have corresponded to a folded N3A motif
while the CNB-B domain remained unfolded. Thus, we find that the CNB-B domain is
strictly required for the N3A motif to refold.

From both contact map analysis and the optical tweezers This result is in agreement
with the structure of the cAMP-bound regulatory subunit that shows the N3A motif docks
into a cleft formed between the CNB domains,26 establishing several surface contacts not
only with the CNB-A domain and the B/C helix,135 but also with the CNB-B domain
(Figure 3.15b).
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Figure 3.15 cAMP-bound cyclic nucleotide binding domain B is required for N3A
motif to refold. a, (1) The regulatory subunit unfolds (red) and (2) refolds (blue), revealing
the 1st reversible transition corresponding to the N3A motif (orange arrow). (3) In the
following cycle, the regulatory subunit was stretched until the N3A motif and the CNB-B
domain unfold, while the CNB-A domain remains folded. (4) The force was decreased to
4 pN, a force that does not allow the CNB-B domain to refold. (5) The force was then
oscillated between 6-15 pN for several cycles (~ 20) to test whether the N3A motif was
able to refold while the CNB-B domains remains unfolded. (6) The force was increased to
20 pN to unfold the CNB-A domain. (7) The force was decreased to 1 pN, allowing the
complete protein to refold, and begin another set of experiments. The trajectories in gray
represent the unfolding pathways from the immediately previous cycle, thereby serving as
reference on the progression of experiment. b, Pairwise contact map comparing the
interaction established by the N3A motif in the regulatory subunit of protein kinase A (left).
The contacts established by the N3A motif were obtained using a 8 Å cutoff (right): (1)
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contacts established by residues within the N3A motif; (2) contacts between the N3A motif
and the B/C helix; and (3) contacts between the N3A motif and the CNB-B domain.
Cartoons rendering the three sets of contacts are shown next to the contact map. Residues
in the N3A motif are colored in yellow, in the B/C helix in red, and in the CNB-B domain
in blue.
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3.10 Intermediate cAMP-Bound States Reveal Stepwise Stabilization Mechanism
Between Cyclic Nucleotide Binding Domains

Since cAMP binds to PKA in a sequential fashion10, thereby populating intermediatecAMP-bound species, we investigated the coupling between the folding status of the N3A
motif and inter-domain interactions in conditions where only one CNB domain is bound to
cAMP. To obtain force-extension curves of intermediate cAMP-bound states, we used the
type-III construct S110C/S376C and titrated cAMP between 1-150 nM (Figure 3.16)
Type-III Regulatory subunit S110C/S376C was used in the cAMP titration experiments
(Figure 3.16). At different cAMP concentration, every trajectory was assigned to apo
(A0B0), partial liganded state (A1B0 or A0B1) or fully bound (A1B1). The assignment was
based on the force and changes in extension (Lc) signatures from experiments with typeI and type-III constructs in the apo state or saturated with cAMP. The CNB domains in the
apo state always unfold at forces below 10 pN and with Lc between 45 nm and 49 nm.
Therefore, during the titration of cAMP, two consecutive unfolding rips that occurred at
forces < 10 pN with 45 nm < Lc < 49 nm were assigned to the apo state. Trajectories with
three unfolding rips with Lc = 13 nm for the 1st rip, 50 nm for the 2nd rip, and 31 nm for
the 3rd rip (like the ones obtained using saturating amounts of cAMP, 0.5 mM) were
assigned to the fully bound state. Trajectories with one rip with an unfolding force and Lc
similar to that of the isolated cAMP-bound CNB-A domain (10-20 pN, Lc = 31 nm) and
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one rip occurring at a lower force (5-12pN) was assigned to A1B0. The rest of the
trajectories were assigned to A0B1. A titration curve of each liganded state was plotted, with
the error bar showing the weighted standard deviation of different molecules.
We established a binding model between cAMP and the two binding sites of the
regulatory subunit:
k1
A0B0 + cAMP



AcAMPB0 + cAMP

k2 
A0BcAMP + cAMP

 k3


AcAMPBcAMP

k4
Each liganded state fraction as a function of cAMP concentration is described using the
following equations:
A0B0 = 1/ (1 + k1·[cAMP]+ k2·[cAMP]+ k1·k3·[cAMP]2)
A1B0 = k1·[cAMP]/ (1 + k1·[cAMP]+ k2·[cAMP]+ k1·k3·[cAMP]2)
A0B1 = k2·[cAMP]/ (1 + k1·[cAMP]+ k2·[cAMP]+ k1·k3·[cAMP]2)
A1B1 = k1·k3·[cAMP]2/ (1 + k1·[cAMP]+ k2·[cAMP]+ k1·k3·[cAMP]2)
We used PyFolding software to proceed the global fitting of four liganded state curves
with shared parameters, where k1 = 5.7 ± 0.5·107 M-1, k2 = 1.0 ± 0.1·108 M-1, k3 = 1.5 ±
0.2·108 M-1 and k4 = 8.7 ± 1.2·107 M-1. The PyFolding Script can be freely obtained at:
https://github.com/quantumjot/PyFolding152
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Figure 3.16 Analysis of intermediate liganded states in cAMP titration of type-III
construct. a, Representative force-extension curves of four cAMP-bound states using the
type-III construct. b, Corresponding WLC analysis of changes in extension upon unfolding
vs. force. c, Unfolding force probability distributions and force-dependent folded state
lifetimes of each cyclic nucleotide binding domain in two intermediate liganded states. The
corresponding truncations in the ligand-free (white) and ligand-bound (gray) state were
superimposed for comparison
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Based on their unique unfolding forces and ΔLc, we were able to identify distinct states
where only one CNB domain is bound to cAMP among all possible liganded states: apo,
only CNB-A domain, only CNB-B domain bound, or both (Figure 3.17a). We find that the
CNB-B domain bound to cAMP increases both Favg by ~ 1 pN (KS Test, p  0) and 0,F by
2-fold to the cAMP-free CNB-A domain (Figure 3.17b, top). The CNB-A domain bound
to cAMP induces a larger stabilization to the cAMP-free CNB-B domain, increasing Favg
by ~ 3 pN and 0,F by 3-fold (Figure 3.17, bottom). Previous computational studies have
identified asymmetric interactions in intermediate-liganded states, where the cAMP-bound
CNB-A domain maintains inter-domain contacts similar to those for the doubly-bound
form153. Our results support these simulations, showing that cAMP binding to one CNB
domain is sufficient to initiate stabilizing inter-domain interactions with the neighboring
apo CNB domain, but compared to the fully cAMP-bound state these interactions are
partial in magnitude (Table A3). Moreover, we find that these partial inter-domain
interactions are insufficient to drive the folding of the N3A motif between the two CNB
domains, i.e., analysis of Lc using the WLC model shows that the cAMP-bound CNB-A
domain interacting with the cAMP-free CNB-B domain does not have a folded N3A motif
(Figure 3.17c, top). A similar analysis revealed that cAMP binding to the CNB-B domain
does not elicit unfolding of the N3A motif in the cAMP-free CNB-A domain (Figure 3.17c,
bottom). These results strongly support our previous observations showing that unfolding
of the N3A motif is solely coupled to cAMP binding to the CNB-A domain, and that the
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following refolding step of the N3A motif requires the presence of the cAMP-bound CNBB domain (Figure 3.15).

We also find that partial inter-domain interactions initiated by on-pathway
intermediate cAMP-bound states have important functional consequences in terms of
cAMP binding affinities and cooperativity. By directly counting unfolding trajectories
corresponding to the apo, intermediate and fully bound species as a function of cAMP
concentration (Figure 3.16), we built a single-molecule titration curve, globally fitted the
equations for each population species, and determine the microscopic binding constants
and cooperativity parameter (Figure 3.17d). For the first cAMP molecule, the CNB-B
domain has a dissociation constant Kd,CNB-B of 10 ± 1 nM and the CNB-A domain has a
Kd,CNB-A = 17 ± 1 nM. The Kd for the second cAMP molecule for either CNB domain is ~
3-fold lower, indicating positive binding cooperativity.

We also characterized the Kd values of isolated domain using type-I isolated CNB-A
and Type-I isolated CNB-B constructs. By counting the fraction of bound and unbound at
different cAMP concentration, we were able to build a single-molecule titration curve for
each isolated domain. The binding affinity of each domain was calculated using the
following Equation (18):

Fraction Bound =
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𝑘∙[𝑐𝐴𝑀𝑃]
1+𝑘∙[𝑐𝐴𝑀𝑃]

(18)

We obtained kCNB-A = 1.2 ±0.4·107 M and kCNB-B = 3.7 ±1.0·107 M for type-I isolated
CNB-A and CNB-B respectively. Importantly, the Kd values of the CNB domains in the
regulatory subunit are 3 and 5 times lower than those corresponding to the isolated domains,
respectively, indicating that as part of the regulatory subunit the CNB domains bind cAMP
more tightly (Figure 3.17e). The single molecule titrations and the extracted microscopic
binding affinities for the isolated CNB domains are consistent with previous reports on
EC50 for cAMP.23 Our single molecule studies, however, provide in addition direct access
to individual binding events to each CNB domain as part of the regulatory subunit and the
cooperativity involved in the cAMP binding reaction.
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.
Figure 3.17 Stepwise Stabilization of cyclic nucleotide binding Domains in Partial
cAMP-bound States. a, Representative force-extension curves of two intermediateliganded states (A1B0 and A0B1) for the type-III regulatory subunit S110C/S376C.
Zoomed-in are the unfolding trajectories of A1B0 compared to fully-bound state (i.e., A1B1),
showing the lack of N3A motif hopping in A1B0. b, Unfolding force probability distribution
and force-dependent folded state lifetimes for intermediate-liganded states: CNB-A
domain in A0B1 (top) and CNB-B domain in A1B0 (bottom). The corresponding isolated
domains in the apo state (white bars and symbols) are shown for comparison. Solid lines
are the unfolding force distribution reconstructed from force-dependent lifetimes. c, WLC
analysis of changes in extension upon unfolding vs. force in A1B0 and A0B1 for the CNBA and CNB-B domains (dashed lines). Expected WLC curves are shown for CNB-A
domain without the N3A motif (dark purple) and with the N3A motif (light purple). d,
cAMP titration plot showing the fraction of apo (A0B0), intermediate (A1B0, A0B1) and
fully bound (A1B1) species. Lines correspond to the global fit to the equations for each
species. e, Fractional titration plot of isolated CNB-A (top) and CNB-B (bottom) domains
(type-I constructs). The error bar corresponds to the standard deviation of 5-10 different
molecules.
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3.11 Conformational Stability and Dynamics of the N3A Motif Are Critical During
the Allosteric Activation of Protein Kinase A

Our results portray the N3A motif as a ligand-responsive molecular switch that toggles
between different conformations depending on cAMP occupancy and specific domain
contacts. This unique character led us to hypothesize that the N3A motif is a critical
structural element that mediates cAMP-dependent cooperative interactions between the
CNB domains. We tested this hypothesis by placing the mutation R241A in the B/C helix
that connects both CNB domains. In the wild type structure bound to cAMP, R241 interacts
with D267 in the CNB-B domain and E200 in the CNB-A domain, thereby bringing the
two CNB domains into close proximity for the N3A motif to dock.26,127,151 In the absence
of cAMP, unfolding trajectories of R241A using a type-III construct (S110C/S376C) show
indistinguishable unfolding parameters compared to wild type (Figure 3.18a and Table A4).
In the presence of cAMP, the trajectories of R241A revealed an unfolding pathway that
looked similar to that of wild type, but with some important quantitative differences (Figure
3.18b). Specifically, the average unfolding force for the CNB-B domain in the mutant
protein was ~ 2.5 pN lower compared to wild type, which results in a 3-fold reduction of
0,F (Figure 3.18c-d). These values are indistinguishable from those obtained with the
isolated CNB-B domain bound to cAMP (Table A4), indicating that R241A largely
eliminates inter-domain interactions initiated by the cyclic nucleotide.
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of type-III (S110C/S376C) wild type and R241A mutant. a,
Force-extension curves of type-III construct (S110C/S376C) for wild type and the R241A
mutant regulatory subunits in apo state. b, Force-extension curves of type-III constructs
(S110C/S376C) for wild type and the R241A mutant regulatory subunits obtained with
cAMP (left). Zoomed-in trajectories showing the first reversible transition corresponding
to the N3A motif in wild type and R241A (right). c, Unfolding force probability
distributions for each cyclic nucleotide binding domain corresponding to wild type and
R241A. The unfilled bar represents the apo state while filled bars represent cAMP-bound
data. d, Force-dependent folded state lifetimes for each cyclic nucleotide binding domain
in the apo state (empty symbols) and cAMP-bound conformation (colored symbols) for
wild type (squares) and R241A (triangles).
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SMD trajectories also show that the first event in the unfolding pathway of R241A is the
detachment of the cAMP-bound CNB domains, instead of the unraveling of the N3A motif
(Figure 3.19 and Movie 3).

To further dissect the role of folding dynamics and conformation of the N3A motif in
inter-domain interactions, we conducted “force-clamp” experiments, wherein the protein
was held at varying constant forces between 10-12 pN, and changes in extension due to
unfolding and refolding of the N3A motif were monitored as a function of time (Figure
3.20a). Analysis of these trajectories using a two-state Bayesian Hidden Markov model
(BHMM)92,133 revealed that the folded-state lifetime was ~2 times longer and the unfoldedstate lifetime was ~2-fold shorter for R241A, indicating that the N3A motif in the mutant
protein is less dynamic than in wild type (Figure 3.20b). In addition, the accompanying
Lc between the folded and unfolded states for R241A was 6.5 ± 1.1 nm and for wild
type was 9.5 ± 0.5 nm (Figure 3.20c). The difference in folding dynamics and Lc
indicates that the N3A motif in R241A is stably folded. But because the mutation
eliminates cAMP-dependent inter-domain interactions, it is likely that the folded N3A
motif is not docked between the two CNB domains (Figure 3.20d and Figure 3.21).
Previous studies have shown that to activate PKA, the R241A mutant requires 20-fold more
cAMP compared to wild type (activation constant or Ka,WT = 23 nM, Ka,R241A =543 nM)63.
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While the Ka for the mutant is significantly larger, its cAMP binding affinity is comparable
to wild type. In silico studies proposed that the difference between intrinsic cAMP affinities
and activation constants originate from mutational effects over the conformation of the
protein. Our findings here show that the R241A mutant imparts cAMP-dependent
functional deficiencies due to a disruption of the conformational dynamics of the N3A
motif and its ability to serve as an efficient cAMP-responsive molecular switch, thereby
impeding the PKA regulatory subunit to attain its final cAMP-bound conformation.
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Figure 3.19 Steered molecular dynamic (SMD) simulations for mutant R241A. a,
RMSD time series for MD. b, force-extension profile for SMD simulations. c, selected
conformations (gray dashed lines) along the trajectories for mutant R241A with cAMP
along SMD.

Figure 3.20 Comparison of the Dynamics of N3A motif in wild type and R241A. a,
Representative force-clamp trajectories of the N3A motif in R241A and wild type. b, Forcedependent lifetimes of the N3A motif in the folded (triangles) and unfolded (circles) states
for R241A (red) and wild type (blue). c, Distribution of the change in contour length (Lc)
of the N3A motif for wild type (blue) and R241A (red). d, The mutation R241A (right)
hinders interactions established with the CNB-B domain seen in wild type (left).
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Figure 3.21 Contact map reveals the distinct interactions in wild type and R241A. a,
Pairwise contact map plot (top) comparing the interaction established by the N3A motif in
the wild type (PDB 1RGS) and R241A regulatory subunit. The latter structural data was
kindly provided by the Amaro lab at UCSD (add reference of paper). The contacts
established by the N3A motif were obtained using a 8 Å cutoff: ① contacts established
between residues in the N3A motif; ② contacts between the N3A motif and the BC helix;
and ③ contacts between the N3A motif and the CNB-B domain. b, Cartoons rendering
the three sets of contacts are shown below the contact map. Color coding reflect unique
contacts seen in the wild type protein (pink), in the R241A protein (green) and shared
contacts between the two proteins (black).
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3.12 Dynamic Switching of the N3A Motif is Selective to cAMP
Previous mutational studies guided by the high-resolution structures of the regulatory
subunits of PKA and the homolog cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG) have allowed
the identification of residues important for cyclic nucleotide binding affinity and
selectivity.154–156 These studies have shown that cGMP binding to PKA is weaker than for
cAMP at the level of individual CNB domains (Kd,CNB-A(cAMP) = 4.2 nM, Kd,CNB-A(cGMP) =
820 nM, Kd,CNB-B(cAMP) = 2.8 nM, Kd,CNB-B(cGMP) = 230 nM)157,158. Moreover, the activation
constant of PKA by cGMP is ~ 140-fold higher than that of cAMP (Ka,cAMP = 53 nM,
Ka,cGMP = 7400 nM)156. Less understood, however, is the dependence of the conformational
changes that the PKA regulatory subunit experiences upon binding cAMP vs. cGMP.
Therefore, we investigated the contribution of the N3A motif dynamic switch mechanism
towards cyclic nucleotide selectivity by mechanically manipulating the CNB domains
individually (type-I constructs) or simultaneously (type-III construct) in the presence of
cGMP. Both CNB domains bound to cGMP show unfolding parameters (Favg, 0,F, and
Δx‡F→U) that lie in between the values obtained with and without cAMP, indicating partial
intra- and inter-domain stabilization effects (Figure 3.22a-b and Table A5). Interestingly,
the isolated cGMP-bound CNB-A domain had a greater Lc than its cAMP-bound
counterpart (37 nm and 30 nm, respectively), indicating that the N3A motif is not
negatively coupled to cGMP, but instead unfolds as a single cooperative unit together with
the rest of the domain. In agreement with this interpretation, the force-extension curves
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using a type-III construct with cGMP do not show the small, reversible transition
characteristic of the N3A motif (Figure 3.22c). Rather, the trajectory revealed two
unfolding rips with Lc values that reflect the mechanical denaturation of the full-length
protein (Figure 3.21d and Figure 3.23). These results provide direct experimental evidence
that nucleotide selectivity not only involves previously described defects in binding
affinity157, but also an attenuation of inter-domain interactions and decoupling of cyclic
nucleotide binding from the conformational switching of the N3A motif.
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Figure 3.22 Perturbation of allosteric networks in protein kinase A by cGMP. a, Forceextension curves of apo, cGMP, cAMP-bound protein constructs, WLC analysis of changes
in extension upon unfolding vs. force, unfolding force probability distributions and forcedependent folded state lifetimes (left to right) for the isolated CNB-A (a) and CNB-B (b)
domains. Solid lines in center panels are the unfolding force distribution reconstructed from
force-dependent lifetimes. c, Force-extension curves of Type-III regulatory subunit of
cAMP and cGMP. d, WLC analysis of changes in extension upon unfolding vs. force (left)
and fractional contour length (right) of the regulatory subunit bound to cGMP (orange) and
cAMP (gray). Dashed lines are the WLC curves for the N3A motif and the two cyclic
nucleotide binding domains with cAMP (gray) and cGMP (orange).
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Figure 3.23 Kinetic Analysis of each cyclic nucleotide binding domain in the
regulatory subunit bound to cGMP. a, CNB-A domain and b, CNB-B in the regulatory
subunit (type-III construct, S110C/S376C) in the apo state (empty symbols) or bound to
cGMP (orange) or cAMP (purple and blue).
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CHAPTER IV: DISCUSSION
4.1 Asymmetric Interaction Network Triggered by cAMP

The uncovered intra- and inter-domain communication network that is triggered by
cAMP binding cannot be easily inferred from crystal structures9,10,32,77,159. The network of
interactions in PKA involves bidirectional communication that is asymmetric in magnitude,
and includes both positive (stabilizing) and negative (destabilizing) coupling interactions
that are fine-tuned to attain the final cAMP-bound conformation.

Positive coupling arises from cAMP binding, stabilizing interfacial interactions
between CNB domains, and the conformational reorganization of the N3A motif between
the two cAMP-bound CNB domains. By mechanically unfolding and refolding each CNB
domain as an isolated structure or selectively in the regulatory subunit (type-I and type-II
constructs, respectively), we dissected the contribution of cAMP binding and inter-domain
interaction to the stability of each CNB domain (Figure 4.1). The thermodynamic stability
of the isolated CNB domains bound to cAMP is comparable to values obtained in previous
NMR and urea denaturation studies69,148. Additionally, our approach of selectively
manipulating an individual CNB domain in the presence of the neighboring one allowed
us to directly quantitate interfacial stabilization effects due to cAMP binding.
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Force-clamp data from the type-III construct was used to estimate the stability change
of the N3A motif from the folded state (F) to the unfolded state (U). This is accomplished
using the following the Equation (19):132

∆𝐺0 = ∆𝐺𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 − ∆𝐺𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ

(19)

where ΔGwork = F1/2 × ΔxU-F. F1/2 is the force in which the folded and unfolded states
are equally populated (equilibrium force), and ΔxU-F is the extension change difference
between U and F. For the wild type regulatory subunit (Type-III S110C/S376C), F1/2 = 11
pN with ΔxU-F = 5.5 nm, resulting in ΔGwork = 60 pN·nm. Based on the Worm-like chain
(WLC) model (SI section 2) and using a persistence length for polypeptides of 0.65 nm, a
change in extension of 5.5 nm at 11 pN is equal to a change in contour length of ΔLc = 9.5
nm. ΔGstretch is the integration of the WLC model using a ΔLc = 9.5 nm with boundaries
from F = 0 pN to F1/2 = 11 pN, yielding 21.75 pN·nm. Therefore ΔG0 = (60 – 22) pN·nm
= 38 pN·nm = 9.2 kBT = 5.4 kcal/mol. A similar analysis for the R241A mutation (TypeIII S110C/S376C) yielded ΔG0 = 4.7 kcal/mol. The calculated energy allows us to propose
a folding energy landscape of the regulatory subunit when force is applied to both CNB
domains simultaneously (Figure 4.1).

Previous structural studies showed that the N3A motif makes extensive surface
contacts with the catalytic subunit. We further analyzed the interaction using solvent
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accessible surface areas (ASA) on regulatory subunit bound with cAMP and bound with
the catalytic subunit (Refer to Chapter 2.7).

Negative coupling interactions arise from cAMP binding to the CNB-A domain, and
results in the destabilization of the N3A motif. Such destabilizing effect may be important
to weaken extensive surface contacts between the N3A motif and the catalytic subunit
(Figure 4.2), thereby facilitating the dissociation of the PKA complex.
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Figure 4.1 Unfolding energy landscape of the regulatory subunit. The unfolding
pathway in the apo state follows a CNB-B-to-CNB-A order in 80% of events (solid blue
line). In the other 20% the apo CNB-A domain unfolds first (dashed light blue line). The
apo R241A mutant (dashed red line) has an indistinguishable energy landscape compared
to apo wild type. In the presence of cAMP, the unfolding order in wild type is: the N3A
motif, the CNB-B domain, and the CNB-A domain. The cAMP-bound R241A mutant
follows a similar unfolding order, but the CNB-B domain unfolds with a lower energy
barrier and has lower stability due to the lack of stabilizing inter-domain interactions. The
cGMP-bound wild type follows an unfolding pathway that is quantitatively and
qualitatively different to that of the cAMP state (see main text for details). The height of
the energy barriers reflects the folded and unfolded state lifetimes of the CNB domains.
The energy landscapes have been normalized to the unfolded state.
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Figure 4.2 Contacts analysis between regulatory subunit and catalytic subunit. The
percentage of the contacts of N3A motif, CNB-A domain, B/C helix and CNB-B domain
with the catalytic subunit is shown in the table (top). The detailed residues involved in the
contacts are displayed below.
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4.2 Role of the N3A Motif in the Activation of Protein Kinase A

Based on our studies, a critical element in the allosteric activation mechanism of PKA
involves the dynamic switching of the N3A motif, which we show is important to stabilize
the cAMP-bound conformation of the regulatory subunit. Previous structural and
computational studies have identified substantial rearrangements and motions of the N3A
motif during the allosteric signals triggered by cAMP binding10,69. In those studies, it is
proposed that the binding of the first cAMP molecule to the CNB-B domain induces a
conformational change in the B/C helix, breaking critical intersubunit hydrogen bonds and
van der Waals interactions between the B/C helix and the catalytic subunit51. The
conformational change of the B/C helix may propagate to the N3A motif in the CNB-A
domain, which provides a mechanism of communication between the CNB domains in the
PKA holoenzyme71,10,69. The N3A motif in the CNB-A domain is a major contributor to
the interaction surface established between the catalytic and regulatory subunit in the
inactive PKA holoenzyme. Moreover, the N3A motif bound to the catalytic subunit makes
contacts with residues in the CNB-A domain that are important for cAMP binding (i.e.,
N133 in the N3A motif and E200 in the CNB-A domain). Therefore, the dissociation from
the catalytic subunit and the conformational rearrangement of the N3A motif to allow
interactions with cAMP must be critical steps in the activation mechanism of PKA. Thus,
our studies show that the N3A motif behaves like a dynamic switch, serving as a signaling
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hub that amplifies the cAMP-binding signal during the allosteric activation of PKA. By
revealing the dynamic motions and stability changes that the N3A motif experiences as
cAMP binds to the CNB-A domain and triggers inter-domain interactions with the CNBB domain, our studies provide direct measurements on this conformational switch. Given
the remarkable structural similarity between different regulatory subunit isoforms bound
to the catalytic subunit (r.m.s.d. ~ 0.5-0.6 Å between RI-RII or RI- RII)10,74,77, we
proposed that the N3A motif plays a similar dynamic-switching role to activate other PKA
isoforms. Moreover, because the N3A motif is found in many other cAMP and cGMP
binding proteins160, the uncovered conformational switching mechanism may be a
widespread strategy not only to ensure the completion of the allosteric activation process
and provide ligand selectivity.

4.3 A Velcro-like Mechanism Unleashes Protein Kinase A Activity

By integrating all the results from this study, we find a novel allosteric regulation
mechanism that governs the activation of the PKA complex, wherein co-existing positive
and negative coupling interactions initiated by cAMP binding are coordinated to gradually
dissociate the PKA complex (Figure 4.3). These interactions commence at the CNB-B
domain, which binds cAMP first and establishes partial inter-domain contacts with the apo
CNB-A domain. Partial inter-domain contacts may play multiple roles: promoting the final
doubly-bound form (B-form)26, further facilitating the dissociation of the catalytic subunit,
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and enabling binding of the cyclic nucleotide to the CNB-A domain10. After cAMP binds
to the CNB-A domain, the conformational switching of the N3A motif is triggered,
breaking extensive surface interactions with the catalytic subunit and stabilizing the final
cAMP-bound form26. Like unzipping “Velcro”, this mechanism efficiently peels off the
two PKA subunits, where the strong inter-subunit interaction is the result of several smaller
interactions that can be broken sequentially, hence the dissociation of the two subunits does
not require the crossing of a large free energy barrier but of many small ones. Within this
allosteric regulation network triggered by cAMP binding, we identified the unique routes
of domain communication that are disrupted either by R241A or cGMP (Figure 4.3).

The allosteric networks we describe here may be amplified in the PKA hetero-tetramer
composed of two regulatory and two catalytic subunits, where the potential cross-talk
between PKA subunits is expanded77,161,162. Structural studies of the PKA hetero-tetramer
formed with RI isoforms showed the N3A motif of one regulatory subunit stacked against
the N3A motif of the neighboring one, forming a helical bundle with several hydrophobic
interactions161. Therefore, it is possible that the dynamic switching response of the N3A
motif described here may play additional allosteric regulatory roles by communicating the
two regulatory subunits in the PKA hetero-tetramer via quaternary interactions. Consistent
with this notion, mutations on the N3A motif (i.e., K121A, Y120A) have been shown to
decrease the Hill coefficient of activation of the PKA hetero-tetramer from 1.7 to ~ 1.0.
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The mutations S145G and R144S also located in the N3A motif and that are related to
Carney Complex disease have a lower Hill coefficient of 1.4. These mutational studies
underscore the functional significance of the N3A motif in the allosteric communication
networks and cooperative interactions triggered by cAMP binding32. However,
communication across regulatory subunits in PKA hetero-tetramers formed with RII
isoforms may be different since the two N3A motifs in the crystal structure do not establish
the same quaternary contacts seen in RI isoforms77.
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Figure 4.3 Activation of protein kinase A through selective stabilization of cyclic
nucleotide binding domains. Left: Activation mechanism of protein kinase A showing
intermediate states and their cAMP-initiated interactions. Steps and interactions disrupted
by R241A and cGMP are shown as “X” (complete disruption) or “↓” (decreased in
magnitude). Right-top: Interaction network initiated by cAMP binding involves stabilizing
(dashed black arrows) and destabilizing (flat black arrow) coupling. Effect of R241A and
cGMP on interaction network.
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4.4 Unique Energy Landscapes Reflect Functional Adaptations of the Cyclic
Nucleotide Binding Domains

In a recent study, we showed how the CNB domains of the regulatory subunit (RI)
are thermodynamically coupled when bound to the catalytic subunit.125 The dissection of
the folding energy landscape of the CNB domains showed that, when bound to the catalytic
subunit, the CNB-B domain controls the stability of the CNB-A domain. This finding
provides a thermodynamic foundation by which the CNB-B domain serves as the
gatekeeper for cAMP binding to the CNB-A domain.125 In this study, we use optical
tweezers to directly interrogate another aspect of the activation mechanism of PKA, namely,
the forces that drive the cAMP-mediated activation and conformational changes in the
PKA regulatory subunit. Remarkably, the mechanical fingerprints of the regulatory subunit,
and the underlying folding energy landscapes, are unique and depend on whether the
protein is in the heterodimeric PKA holoenzyme (i.e., bound to the catalytic subunit) or in
the cAMP-bound conformation.

These unique mechanical fingerprints may emerge from the fact that the CNB domains
have evolved to behave as molecular switches, changing in conformation upon external
stimuli. A case in point is the N3A motif in the CNB-A domain that makes unique contacts
depending on whether it is bound to cAMP or to the catalytic subunit. When bound to the
catalytic subunit the N3A motif unfolds together and simultaneously with the -sandwich
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of the CNB-A domain, behaving as single cooperative unit125. In contrast, the results of
this study show that the N3A unfolding behavior is much more complex when bound to
cAMP. Thus, the catalytic subunit and cAMP are competing for similar interaction regions
in the regulatory subunit, suggesting a “tug-of-war model” in the activation of PKA69.
Markov state models have suggested the existence of hybrid states, in which the regulatory
subunit is bound to the catalytic subunit and partially occupied by cAMP.163 Future studies
will involve characterizing the interaction forces between CNB domains in the PKA
hetero-tetramer, and in hybrid states with partial cAMP occupancy.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
5.1 Integrated Method for DNA Handles Attachment
In our study, we showed the integrated methods for covalent attachment of dsDNA
handles with a selection step of functional proteins. We applied this method to the CNB-A
domain of the regulatory subunit of PKA. We covalently attached dsDNA handles of either
370 bp or 70 bp to the protein-oligo chimera, and show that the mechanical fingerprints of
the CBD-A are indistinguishable between the two handle lengths. However, at low forces
the data obtained with 70-bp dsDNA handles has a significantly higher spatial resolution
than the data obtained with 370-bp handles. Importantly, the functional selection step with
a homemade cAMP-coupled agarose revealed more reproducible and consistent unfolding
data. In contrast, without the functional selection step, the protein often displays misfolded
events. We used a gradient of cAMP concentration during the elution of functional proteins
to study the CBD-A in unliganded and cAMP-bound states. Altogether, this method is
flexible in handle length, high-yield, selects for functional protein molecules, and is readily
applicable to study protein folding or protein-ligand interactions with force spectroscopy
techniques requiring molecular handles.
This combined approach provides several advantages to study protein folding and
protein-ligand interactions using single molecule mechanical manipulation techniques.
First, it removes unreacted and unwanted byproducts, which makes data collection much
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more efficient. Second, it selects functional protein molecules, i.e., properly folded proteins
bind to the cAMP-coupled agarose. Third, by eluting the sample using a gradient of cAMP
concentrations, it is also possible to study the unliganded and cAMP-bound states of the
protein using the same sample preparation. Noteworthy, we show that this approach
provides an avenue to directly measure tight protein-ligand interaction with dissociation
constants in the nanomolar to picomolar range, which are typically difficult to monitor
using bulk biophysical methods. Here we apply this method to investigate protein-ligand
interactions using as model system the cAMP binding domain A of the regulatory subunit
of protein kinase A.
In previous studies, proteins covalently linked with dsDNA handles have been purified
by electroelution or using affinity tags in the protein, such as histag.111 This purification
step is an important improvement to enrich the desired protein-DNA construct. However,
a purification step without selecting active proteins can lead to tethering misfolded
molecules in the optical tweezers. As shown in Figures 3b and 3c, the functionally selected
protein sample has a consistent and reproducible data in both unfolding forces and the
accompanying change in extension. Given the diverse choices of ligand analogs, nonhydrolysable substrates and crosslinking reagents, this functional selection step, which can
be achieved in other protein systems using a ligand/ substrate-coupled agarose resin, can
help to generate homogenous unfolding trajectories during optical tweezers experiments.
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Lastly, this method also provides the flexibility of the dsDNA handle length, i.e., it is
straight-forward to customize the handle length using the same protein-oligo preparation.
The characterization of unfolding trajectories demonstrates that both long and short dsDNA
handles are able to generate consistent results during unfolding experiments performed in
optical tweezers. However, as reported by others,111 our results show that shorter dsDNA
handles have a higher spatial resolution.
Altogether, this method is high-yield, flexible, selects for folded molecules, and can be
readily applicable to study protein folding or protein-ligand interactions with force
spectroscopy that require molecular handles.

5.2 Activation of Protein Kinase A Via Asymmetric Allosteric Coupling of
Structurally Conserved Cyclic Nucleotide Binding Domains

We used single molecule optical tweezers in combination with steered molecular
dynamics simulations to quantitatively characterize the signaling transduction of cAMP
through the structure of PKA. Our studies uncovered several new operating principles on
the mechanism of activation of PKA: Despite the two cAMP binding domains being highly
structurally conserved, the response of the energy landscape to cAMP binding and interdomain contacts is domain-specific, and results in unique but mutually coordinated
regulatory tasks. We showed that CNB-B domain initiates the binding of the first cAMP
and transduce to binding signal to promote the second binding events, while CNB-A
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domain locks the activate conformation and unleash the catalytic subunit. Moreover, we
identified a new cAMP-responsive structural element that switches in conformation
depending on cAMP occupancy and inter-domain contacts. Through mutant R241A and
the use of nucleotide analog cGMP, we show that this ligand-responsive switch is selective
to cAMP and serves as a signaling hub, a previously unidentified role that amplifies the
cAMP binding signal during the allosteric activation of PKA.

PKA represents a central hub of all cAMP-related signaling in eukaryotic cells and
mediate protein phosphorylation to regulate diverse biological processes. Current studies
on the activation mechanism of PKA relies on the structural characterization, providing
valuable insights for the end state (inactive or active state).

Our study here begins to close

this gap, providing a new level of understanding and technical approaches to dissect how
protein kinases are allosterically regulated. We successfully traced the cAMP-binding
signal transduction from one domain to another, and rationalized the mechanism of
allosteric activation of PKA structurally, kinetically and thermodynamically.

Since CNB domains are highly conserved structural elements utilized in many
signaling proteins, and N3A motif are also found existing in many CNB domain, we
proposed that this cAMP-responsive switch must be critically important in other proteins
harboring CNB domains in their structure, including other kinases, transcription factors,
ion channels and guanine exchange factors. Moreover, besides CNB domains, we
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anticipate similar allosteric regulation mechanisms in other protein kinases with catalytic
subunits that require the dissociation of regulatory signaling modules (CNB, SH2, SH3,
PH domains, etc.)164.

Allosteric regulation plays prominent roles in the signaling pathway, hence become a
research hotspot for targeting therapy and drug discovery. There is an urgent need to reveal
the basis of the allosteric interaction between protein-ligand or between domains in multidomain assemblies. Our studies represent an entirely new way to probe the allosteric
activation of multi-domain enzymes using PKA as a model system. And our results are
important for drug discovery efforts that seek to manipulate the function of PKA or related
kinases, such as Carney tumors, as well as sporadic adrenal and thyroid tumors. We also
anticipate that our observations represent a model for similar activation mechanisms in
other protein kinases composed of catalytic and regulatory subunits, such as BRAF, Abl,
PKG and PKC.

Lastly, the single-molecule approach used here allows us to directly probe the
thermodynamic and dynamic origins of cAMP-induced allostery and long-range domain
communication. This method provides a new perspective to investigate the allosteric
network which is inaccessible with bulk methods or single molecule fluorescence
techniques. It also allows us to characterize the domain-domain, or protein-protein
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interactions, and map allosteric effect disrupted by disease mutations or inhibitor binding
in other kinases or multi-domain assemblies.165–169

5.3 Outlook

With the dissection of the allosteric network in the activation process of PKA, the
follow-up research would be focusing on the mutations that are critical for allosteric
network or disease-related ones. R241A discussed in this work is one of the representative
hotspots in domain communications. Similarly, E200 and D267, which are directly interact
with R241, should be investigated to see if the disruption of interdomain interaction would
be observed. The dynamics of N3A motif also needs to be paid special attention as it is a
direct indicator of domain coupling. Another critical residue in the allosteric network is
W260, which structurally belongs to CNB-B domain but serves the capping residue of
cAMP in the CNB-A domain. It is expected that with the mutation W260A, the binding
affinity and kinetics of the cAMP binding to CNB-A domain would be significantly
affected. However, it would be more interesting to investigate how the disrupted binding
in CNB-A domain can affect the neighboring CNB-B domain, and further to the interaction
network in the regulatory subunit of PKA. Mutation R209K and R333K have been
characterized with the loss of cooperativity and an increase in the binding affinity of the
adjacent domain.59 These two mutations could also be studied to see how the interaction is
disrupted by abolishing the binding capability of one domain. Other residues described in
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Chap 1.3 and Figure 4.2, such as Y205, Y371, E324, could also be investigated to see the
effect on the allostery network of PKA.

An alternative approach to achieve the domain-silencing effect without disturbing the
intrinsic protein stability is to utilize domain-specific cAMP analogs. The cAMP analog
N6-monobutyryl-cAMP and 8-HA-cAMP can be used because of their preferential binding
affinity to the CNB-A and CNB-B, respectively.170 It has been shown that the cAMPbinding pocket in CNB-A is more accessible to N6-substituents of the adenine ring of
cAMP, while at the same time is blocked in the CNB-B due to steric hindrance of residues
Y371, N372, S373 and V313.26,54 In contrast, the cAMP-binding pocket in the CNB-B can
tolerate a bulky C8-modified cyclic acid, while this C8 bulky cAMP is blocked by W260,
V182 and V192 in the CNB-A.26 Even though the binding pocket in the CNB-B domain
has the same hydrophobic nature as in the CNB-A, the hydrogen bonding donor for C8modified cyclic nucleotides is able to interact with the hydroxyl group of Y371 and E324
in the CNB-B domain, but not in the CNB-A, which lacks these charged residues.56 For
example, by tethering the CNB-A domain in the entire R subunit, when only N6monobutyryl-cAMP provided in the buffer, the CNB-A will be in the cyclic nucleotidebound conformation whereas the CNB-B will remain the apo state.

The Carney complex disease is a hereditary disease and characterized by change in
skin coloring, disorder in endocrine, and increased risk of several types of tumors. It has
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been provided that the Carney complex is associated with the mutations in RIα PKA.171
The mutations primarily localized on the CNB-A domain of PKA, including R144S,
S145G, and S145D. Interestingly, both residue R144 and S145 locates in the N3A motif,
which is at the interface between regulatory subunit homodimers. Previous fluorescent
polarization studies on R144G and S145G showed a decrease in the Hill coefficient and an
increase in sensitivity for cAMP in their activation of the corresponding holoenzymes.
Another disease related to mutation of PKA is acrodysostosis - 1. A disease with
development

disorder

primarily

involves

skeletal

dysplasia,

including

severe

brachydactyly, facial dysostosis, and nasal hypoplasia. The mutations linked to
acrodysostosis has been characterized that is mostly located on the CNB-B domain of PKA,
such as I325T, A326V, R333L/P/C, R366X and Q369X. Mutations associated with
acrodysostosis showed a decrease in PKA activity and cAMP-resistant holoenzyme.172
Experiments could be conducted with these mutations in both apo state and cAMP-bound
state. It would provide an insight on how these mutations can affect the local and longrange communication in PKA.

Previous research work by England et al125 has established a method to investigate the
inter-subunit interaction between regulatory subunit and catalytic subunit of PKA using
single molecule optical tweezers. The activation of PKA process would be more
comprehensive by introducing cAMP-binding to regulatory subunit in the presence of
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catalytic subunit, which mimics the process in the biological-related circumstances. With
both established characterization of the regulatory subunit in the presence of cAMP and in
the presence of catalytic subunit, it would be intriguing to understand how the cAMP can
bind to the regulatory subunit step wisely and compete over the catalytic subunit.
Intermediate concentration could be used to populated partially ligand states (described in
the Chap 3.10) to capture a half-activated state of the regulatory subunit that is bound to
both catalytic subunit and cAMP, which would be challenging for bulk studies. A followup study for this would be extended to mutations that are critical for interdomain
interactions, which will help us to directly infer how the disruption in regulatory subunit
can affect the activation of catalytic subunit via the allosteric network in PKA.

A different perspective on the PKA inter-subunit communication would be
investigating the interactions in regulatory subunit in the homodimer. It has been proposed
that the N3A motif plays a critical role in the inter-subunit communication as it forms the
interface between R2 homodimers.32 By tethering one regulatory subunit in the homodimer,
it would allow us to investigate how the interaction is established and modulated by the
presence of the other regulatory subunit. Similarly, the system can be further expanded to
study the complex allosteric network in R2C2 heterotetramer.
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APPENDIX: TABLES
Table A1. Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of type-I (isolated domain) and
type-II (selective domain unfolding in PKA regulatory subunit) constructs in the apo
state.
Unfolding Force
Construct

±std. (pN)
(number of
events)

Type-I:

8.8±1.3

CNB-A

(N=1114)

Type-I:
CNB-B
Type-II:
CNB-A
Type-II:
CNB-B

Folded

x

State 0,F

std.

±std. (s)

⧧

F→U±

(nm)

Unfolded

x⧧U→F

State 0,U

±std.

±std. (s)

(nm)

ΔLc±std.
(nm)

G

0

(kcal
/mol)

3

4.0±0.2

2.1±1.4·10

-4

9.2±0.9

43.1±3.3

9.4

7.3±1.3 (N=744) 1.1±0.3·103

4.8±0.2

3.6±2.3·10

-3

6.9±0.9

50.3±2.7

7.6

8.6±1.2 (N=894) 2.2±0.6·103

4.2±0.2

4.3±1.0·10

-4

9.7±0.3

44.3±2.9

9.2

7.9±1.1 (N=795) 1.7±0.3·103

4.3±0.2

2.6±0.4·10

-3

7.4±0.2

49.9±2.8

7.9

1.6±0.4·10
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Table A2. Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of type-I (isolated domain) and
type-II (selective domain unfolding in PKA regulatory subunit) constructs bound to
cAMP.
Unfolding Force
Construct

±std. (pN)
(number of
events)

Type-I:

17.4±2.0

CNB-A

(N=785)

Type-I:

12.0±1.0

CNB-B

(N=608)

Type-II:

20.3±1.4

CNB-A

(N=1152)

Type-II:

19.7±1.6

CNB-B

(N=1518)

Folded

x⧧F→U

Unfolded

x⧧U→F

State 0,F

±std.

State 0,U

±std.

±std. (s)

(nm)

±std. (s)

(nm)

2.4±0.1

4.4±2.4·10

-5

10.2±0.6

30.2±2.8

>11.5

4.0±0.1

1.0±0.1·10

-3

8.8±0.2

45.0±2.5

10.4

3.2±0.2

4.1±3.0·10

-6

16.9±1.1

30.7±1.4

>15.9

2.7±0.1

1.5±1.0·10

-5

13.5±0.9

47.0±1.9

13.6

1.1±0.3·10

4

3.9±0.7·10

4

1.8±0.3·10

6

1.4±0.5·10

5
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ΔLc± std.
(nm)

G

0

(kcal/
mol)

Table A3. Kinetic parameters of type-III constructs (unfolding both domains
simultaneously) in intermediate-liganded states.
Unfolding Force
Construct*

± std. (pN)

x⧧F→U

Folded
State 0,F

ΔLc± std.

± std.
(nm)

(number of events)

± std. (s)

(nm)

Type-III: CNB-A (A1B0)

15.7±2.0 (N=285)

1.0±0.4·10

Type-III: CNB-B (A1B0)

10.0±1.4 (N=285)

4.0±2.0·10

Type-III: CNB-A (A0B1)

9.7±1.2 (N=195)

2.8±1.9·10

Type-III: CNB-B (A0B1)

12.5±1.0 (N=195)

5.3±0.5·10

4

2.7±0.3

31.3±2.5

3

4.6±0.3

49.4±2.7

3

3.8±0.3

44.8±4.8

4

3.8±0.1

45.5±4.2

*Subscripts “1” and “0” denote a domain that is cAMP bound or unbound, respectively.
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Table A4. Kinetic parameters of type-III constructs (unfolding both domains
simultaneously) for wild type and R241A in the absence and presence of cAMP.
Unfolding Force
Construct

± std. (pN)

x⧧F→U

Folded
State 0,F

ΔLc± std.

± std.
(nm)

(number of events)

± std. (s)

(nm)

Type-III wild type

CNB-A

8.3±1.4 (N=592)

1.0±0.3·10

3

4.2±0.2 46.5±2.6

unbound

CNB-B

8.0±1.1(N=592)

1.6±0.110

3

4.5±0.1 54.1±2.6

Type-III wild type

CNB-A

17.2±2.5 (N=739)

2.8±0.5·10

4

2.7±0.1 30.4±4.7

bound

CNB-B

15.0±2.2 (N=739)

1.7±0.2·10

5

3.7±0.1 49.4±4.0

Type-III R241A

CNB-A

9.0±1.1 (N=480)

2.0±0.3·10

3

4.0±0.4 46.5±2.5

unbound

CNB-B

8.3±0.8 (N=480)

2.1±0.5·10

3

4.1±0.2 54.1±2.9

Type-III R241A

CNB-A

18.2±1.5 (N=339)

4.0±0.3·10

4

2.6±0.1 30.6±1.5

bound

CNB-B

12.7±0.7 (N=339)

7.1±1.3·10

4

4.1±0.1 49.0±2.4
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Table A5. Kinetic parameters of type-I (isolated domains) and type-III (unfolding
both domains simultaneously) constructs bound to cGMP.
Unfolding Force
Construct

± std. (pN)

x⧧F→U

Folded
State 0,F

ΔLc± std.

± std.
(nm)

(number of events)

± std. (s)

Type-I: CNB-A

12.1±1.1 (N=322)

7.3±1.1·10

Type-I: CNB-B

10.2±0.8 (N=427)

3.4±1.8·10

Type-III: CNB-A

14.1±1.1 (N=316)

1.2±0.2·10

Type-III: CNB-B

12.6±0.9 (N=316)

6.0±1.3·10
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(nm)
3

3.5±0.1

36.8±3.1

3

3.8±0.2

47.5±2.1

4

3.1±0.1

36.1±2.8

4

4.0±0.1

51.7±2.7
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